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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
The optimal adjustment »trategy that we will consider in thit dissertation it 
a method modern control theory. The broadest class of such methods, simply 
called control systems, includes all means by which a variable quantity is made to 
closely conform to a prescribed norm Within this class there are both feedforward 
and feedback systems Feedforward systenu give the process operating instructions, 
but do not alter those instructions based on the output from the process Feedback 
control methods use information from the process output to adjust the process 
operation. Methods of '^modern control" differ from those of "classical control" in 
that they are implemented using digital computers 
The situation motivating the work presented in this dissertation was one in 
which a control system was needed for the operation of a machine tool called a bar 
lathe. This is a machine that forms a cylindrical piece of meial from a metal bar by 
performing a turning operation to cut away the excess metal. The cutting tool is 
made from a metal that is harder than the piece being worked. The position of the 
tool can be adjusted to change the <kpth of the cut that is made. When a metal 
cylinder is completed, its diameter is measured using a gage This measurement be­
comes input to a computer program that can order adjustments in the tool position 
2 
before the turning operation begins on the next unit. 
The functioning of each of the components of this metal working system is 
subject to variation. The properties of the metal being worked can vary from batch 
to batch or bar to bar of input material. The performance of the cutting tool changes 
as lathe hydraulics warm up and as the tool wears down. The gage measurements are 
subject to error and response to the adjustment mechanism may not be completely 
predictable. Changes in environmental variables such as temperature and humidity 
can affect the system. 
Crowder {1986) provided a control strategy based on a Kalnuin Alter estimator 
of the process mean. The state space model he used can describe many of the 
characteristics of the bar lathe system In this work we will generalize Crowder's 
model to include the tool wear effects and the possibility of adjustment error. 
1.3 G«ntriil Model 
We consider the general process adjustment model which, for a time variable 
t = U2,..is specified by the system equation 
O f  ^  d  t / f  11 • 1 ) 
and oNervation equation 
Vt - ^ e|, (1.2) 
where 
represents the true process mean at time t, d represents a known nonrandom 
drift per time period, represents the intended adjustment at time t (that may 
3 
depend on previout observations), and represents the measurement obtained on 
Of We assume without loss of generality in this dissertation that the target (or 
ideal value) for the process mean is T = 0. This assumption simply means that all 
measurement is done in terms of deviation from target The random variables in 
this model are 
= observation error at time t 
- .V(0.4). 
yi = random shock to the process mean at time t 
- .VfO.<rg), 
and fii s adjustment error at time t 
where all of the vf, and m variable* are independent and the variance component# 
^ ^ A 
fg, and 0^ are known. We assume that adjustments to ihe process lake e&ct 
immediately. Let represent all observed data through time i: 
- ivi U t ) -
To Initialize the model we will assume that 
$Q - iV 9Q,qQ , 
for a given prior mean 0q and prior variance %. One could interpret this prior 
distribution as conditional on representing the past history of the series. 
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1.3 Derivation of a Kalman Fitter Estimator 
Meinhold and SingpurwalU ( 1983) use two probability results to derive a Kalman 
Alter estimator. 
Result 1 Ut A'l and Xq havt a joint hivariatt normal dhtritution. Thai w. 
,Yi ,V2 = ^2 '"I * ^12^22 ^^2 "• ~ ^12^22 ^21 U 
Result 2  t f j t  i )  h o l d *  a n d  X g  -  V  ^ 2 ' ^ 2 2  h o l d * .  
We now u«« these result# to develop s Kalman RIter estimator for beginning 
by developing the Kalman filter estimator for Since 
Thtn tht conditional distribution of .Y| giivtn Yg i$ ^ivin 
— ^0 — V|, 
we have that 
where 0| represents the first intended control action and is a function of y®. Directly 
from system equation {1.2} we see that 
î f l  9l - V  S 9i,ai . 
If 9i is not known, given data we would predict with 
û \  = ^ i h y ^ )  
— 9q -r- (t-^ -r- d 
3 
Let e| denote the error in predicting given data that is, 
« I  =  y j  - y i  
~ y\ " (®o * ®t " 
^ - •! - (^0 — a| *• d). 
Since ~ Siùtfff), we have that 
^l<if ~ .V «1 -
Then, by Result 2, 
'M uO ^ 
I n 
^0 *" ®l " ^  
0 
where 
r, 
% )<f2 % - H a i )<f^ - ( f l  
, qQ - 6iai)a^ ^ (rl 90 - éCoi)<f| -
Making e| a conditioning variable, noting that conditioning on i» equivalent to 
conditioning on e| and y®, and using Result I, we have that 
$l y -V .V 
where 
= 
91 
and k\ 
^\V\ (I - 4|)(^o «I ^ 
% -
90 
6 
The mean of this conditional distribution. is the K ai man filter estimator of 
based on . 
We now proceed in the same manner to develop a Katman filter estimator for 
based on Since 
- ê { a i ) f f i  - rf - j/|, 
we have 
^ ^ .V . _ I - flf, 9^ _ I a| )#! - . 
where Of represents the intended control action at lime I based on y*'" ^  and | # 
Directly from system equation (12) we lee that 
yi $1 ^ y 9^.91 
If 9i is unknown, given data we would predict with 
^ I ^ d. 
Let gf represent the error in predicting given data that i». 
= ut - m 
= î#f ^ <ti — d) 
= - (tfj _ I - a| - d). 
Since ^ S{Q,a^), 
^ ^ .V - (d|_j — d),<r^ . 
> 
Agiùn. by Resuit (2), 
\ • / 
^ .V 
< ' t  > . v 
. i l  
where 
r. 
^  Ç f - I  -  -  <^î -ffî-ffj 
M»ktng e/a condiiioninf variable, noting that conditioning on i# equivalent to 
conditioning on e( and and uiing Resuit I we have that 
9i ~ .V é(,qi , 
where 
^  ^ t U t i l  ^  ^  O f  ^  d ) ,  ( 1 , 5 )  
It ~ 
ana = —— -%-•—/t . 
9(-l - - <ft - <'t 
The mean of this distribution, 9t, is the generalized Kalman Biter estimator for 9^ 
given data 3^^. 
The model structure given by |t2) and (14) and the initialization assumption 
% y® ^ ®0'90; • 
not only produce the recursive Kalman estimation algorithm but also the following 
conditional distributions; 
(16) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
- .V Ôt,qt r 
St - -V A-l -- Of 
- .V Bt_i a| - j, , 
8 
where 
é f  a  { i  -  a i é ) ,  
9i = 
h = ~ <^2' 
r# = ki^t, 
»  L  _  9 t - l  -  -  < " 2  
and *( œ — q q 5 • 
\ - f( 
These dUtnbul'tons w'tU be uied in devebpinf the optimal adjustment poUciff. 
1.4 The Method of Dynmnic Progmmming 
Our objective i* to find the adjustment strategy (that is, specification of each 
at in terms of for the process modeled by (I.I) and (1,2) that is optimal 
relative to the goal of reducing variability in the process mean êf around its target 
value T Deriving such an adjustment strategy is a '^sequential" or "multi stage" 
decision problem A technique that is applicable to such problems is the method 
of Dynamic Programming, developed by R E Bellman (Bellman (195T, 1967|, 
Bellman and Dreyfus (1962), Bellman and Kalaba (1965)), 
Jacobs (1967) describes dynanuc programnung a* ^a mathematical theory of 
multi-stage decision processes." Gluss (1972) explains the terms "dynamic' and 
"programming" in the following manner. "Dynamic" refers to the fact that most 
multi stage processes progress through lime. ^Programming" does not necessarily 
refer to computer programming, although this is often involved, but instead to the 
fact that "the method of solution involves solution of a sequence, or program, of 
problems." 
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Dynamic programming problems can be categorised as deterministic or stochas* 
tic and as discrete time or continuous-time. The present optimal adjustment prob-
lem is a discrete time stochastic problem. 
The technique of dynamic programming i# based on the Principle of Optimality, 
Arst stated by Bellman: 
An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and 
flrst decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal 
policy with respect to the state which results from the Rrst decision. 
The following two conditions are necessary for the principle of optimality to hold 
in a stochastic problem. The conditions are stated in the notation of the current 
problem 
Condition 1 (S«pariibilily of the Criterion Function) The ehttrien funelhn 
must bf " in the teme that /ar all k, the effect of the final k ttageê on 
the eritenon function of an n^stage proeeu defend* onljf on »tate the final 
k décision» ar* considering a stochastic 
system, the random events occurrtng in the final k stages. 
Condition 2 (State Separation Property) The state arrived at from 9» 
after the decision depends only upon and the random event* oeeur^ 
ring in stage 3 - 1  and not on previous states 8q,. .. 
The result of these conditions is th»t at each stage we may ignore the past 
history of the process and any costs incurred in the past when we make present 
and future decisions. The principle of optimality is powerful because with it we can 
10 
transform an n dimensional optimisation problem into n one-dimensional optimixa-
tion problem». 
In the current optimal adjustment problem we will use the criterion function 
which satisfies Condition I. The model given in (l.t) and (1.2) satisfies Condition 
2. Thus, we can use the principle o( optimality to solve the problem. 
Cooper and Cooper ( IdSl) give the following description of the components of 
a àeltrminiilie dynamic programirong problem: 
Problems to which dynamic programming has been applied are usually 
stated in the following term# A physical, operational, or conceptual 
system is considered to progrès* through a series of consecutive ttagt». 
At each stage the system can be described or characterized by a rela 
lively small set of parameters called the state variahU* (state for short). 
At each stage, and no matter what state the system i# in, one or more 
dteiêion» must be made These decisions may depend on either stage 
or state or both. U is also true that the past history of the system, 
i.e., how it got to the current stage and stage, are of no importance. 
In other words, the decisions depend only upon the current stage and 
state. When a dedsion is made a eott is incurred and the system un­
dergoes a transjormation or transition to the next stage. The cost is 
determined by a known single-valued function of the input state. Simi­
larly, the transformed state results from a known single-valued function 
of the decision acting upon the current state. 
n 
In a stochaatic system, there are two additional components. First, the state 
resulting from a decision is a random variable described by some known probability 
distribution. Second. Gluss (1972) points out that the value of a cost function 
for a particular realization of the process is not uniquely determined by and 
the decisions am, but depends also upon the random components in the 
model. Thus, another component of the stochastic dynamic programming problem 
is the probabilistic operator that we must apply to the cost function that we wish to 
optimise. N'ote that in criterion function 11.3) the probabilistic operator is expected 
value. 
Therefore, a stochastic dynamic programming problem is defined by stages, 
states, decisions, transitions, probability distributions, a cost function, and a prob-
ability operator Given these components of the problem, the stochastic dynamic 
programming procedure consists of deriving a set of two functional equations from 
the criterion function and solving them to get the optimal decision policy. One 
equation is for the minimum expected cost for a one stage problem; the other is 
for the minimum expected co*t for an # stage problem in terms of the minimum 
expected cost for an {$ - I lestage problem These nûnimiaîations are taken with 
respect to the possible decisions that could be made. The 5rst equation is usually 
quite easy to derive. The second equation is derived using the principle of optimal' 
ity. We will minimize the Rrst stage contribution to the criterion function plu» the 
sum of the contributions from the remaining i - I stages, starting from the state 
that results from the first-stage decision and random events. 
For some dynamic programming problems it is possible to derive explicit an­
alytical expressions for the optimal decisions and optimal values of the criterion 
12 
functions. When this is not possible, we are fortunate that the functional equations 
arc typically well suited to eompuialional solution. This type of solution is found by 
computing tables of optimal values of the criterion function and optimal decisions. 
This approach will be necessary in the present problem. 
I.ft Review of Relevant Literature 
As was stated above, the methodology that we will develop belongs te the 
class of modern control theory methods. These methods differ, for example, from 
the traditional statistical process control (SPC) charting methods introduced by 
Shewhart, in the following ways. First, the models used for the series of observations 
incorporate dependence between observations. Typical models are the random walk 
and the standard time series models described by Box and Jenkins (1970), The 
traditional SPC charts are based on a model that says that when the process is 
**in control " the observations are independent random drawings from a particular 
probability distribution. The second difference is that SPC charts are primarily a 
monitoring tool, most useful when one wishes to detect the occurrence of a "special 
cause" of variation in the in the process Control theory methods provide both 
monitoring and adjustment strategies. MacGregor (1988) asserts that the area of 
stochastic control theory is the common ground between the applied statistician 
involved in SPC work and the process control en^neer involved in understanding 
the behavior of a process and controlling it by methods of classical control theory 
based on Laplace transforms. MacGregor provides a discussion of several types 
of control charting methods and describes minimum variance control algorithms 
based on certain models for process behavior and disturbances to the process. In 
13 
this section, we review some other relevant previous work in the area of stochastic 
control theory. 
Astrom (1970) considers a special case of system model (l.t) where d s 0 and 
3 0. He uses the usual expected cost function for such a control problem; 
J ( n )  =  £ I '  e a  
U a l  
This expected cost function involves the squared error term# ^ plus costs proper 
tional to the size of any adjustments that are made. Under this cost structure the 
optimal adjustment at time t is 
Of -
for I ^ where ûf < t is a deterministic feedback constant at time I and 
if the Kalman filter estintator developed in Section 13 Under this policy an 
adjustment is made at every time period and the size of the adjustment is less than 
or equal to the amount that would cancel out the perceived deviation from target 
This clearly diifers from classical quality control or a Shewhart policy that call* for 
adjustment only when evidence of misadjustment is statistically signiAcant. 
Bather (1963), Box and Jenkins (1963) and Crowder (1980) also consider the 
optimal adjustment problem with no adjustment error and no process drift, but use 
the expected cost function 
C ( n )  =  £  I  -  < ^ ^ ( o | ) ) |  •  (  L I O )  
The difference between J ( n )  and C(n) is that instead of costs proportional to the 
size of an adjustment, here a constant cost is added for an adjustment of any 
M  
14 
size. Bather. Box and Jenkins, and Crowder alt allude to the technique of dynamic 
programming for finding the optimal adjustment strategy 
Crowder uses the special case of the state space model system equation (1.1). 
~ -1 - (1.11) 
and initialiws the model with the prior distribution 
ffo - .V , 
where is a prior mean for the sequence and ^ is the limiting value mC Var|#^ yh-
lemma 1 provides this limiting value. The proof of this lemma may be found in 
Crowder 
lemma 1 (Crowd«r) let 
„ = ( ). 
— 9 » a /  
where a > 0 and k > 0. 
Then, 
Um ^ - h 
Thus, the limiting value of Var(i9| »')==( " " " - " g - — i  i s  
9  =  ( f y )  ^  ^  ^  3  •  
When q = limf_3c 9t »® '"«d as the prior variance, then the sequence of variances 
qf is constant at q. The optimal adjustment policy under this model and criterion 
(1,10) is given in Theorem I, 
15 
Theorem 1 (Bather, Box and Jenkins, Crowder) fnder the state space model 
ftven in (t.i) and ft. 11) fa special east of fl.l) with d sQ and s 0), the cri­
terion 
C ( n )  s  E  
I t 
is minimised 
' o  y  4  <  * n _ ,  
-$t if 9i > 
where is th« Kahnan filter estimator of the process mean at time t, 
«1 " v't. 
and for I > \ Kf is the nonntgotive root of the ttfuation 
Q l i M )  3 T f ,  
where 
= c - j ' R i „ \ i s ) f ( x  0.*2)dz, 
QliM) M,ffi}di, 
- g - <f5 - mill , 
and = 9 - fg - , 
and f(xn,tr^} is the normal densittf with mean n and variance 
Thus, the opiimai adjustment strategy under expected cost function (140) 
calls (or an adjustment that compensates for the perceived misadjustment only 
when that misadjustment is sufficiently large. The notable difference between the 
optimal policy under Crowder*9 expected cost function and the optimal policy under 
the standard expected cost function used by Astrom is that the Crowder policy 
resembles a Shewhart strategy in that adjustments are not necessarily made at 
each time period. 
The function K^iM) is the optimal risk function, or minimum expected cost 
function, for an f period problem when the prior mean % is M. It is the minimum 
of (he constant function, q - and the essentially quadratic function 9 - -
QfiM). The equations for the optimal risk functions %((.%/) and are the 
set of recurrence relations used in the technique of dynamic programming. 
The action limits define the optimal policies for control problems of 
particular ftnite lengths. Convergence of these action limit* allow» u* to define 
limiting optintal policies for problem» involving a large number of periods. These 
policies are then easy to implement because the adjustment rule is the same at every 
period. Crowder (1986) defined convergent versions of the optimal risk function» 
Tlfi by shifting the constant portion of each function down to zero by an appro­
priate subtraction. He then specialized a proof given by Bather ( 1963) to prove that 
these shifted optimal risk function» converge, and thus, that the action limits Kf 
converge to a limiting action limit /Ç* as / — ac. This action limit cam be used in 
the limiting optimal adjustment policy for a problem that has conceptually infinite 
length. Crowder computed the constant K* (or = 1 and variou» values of the 
adjustment cost c. He needed to compute only this set of constants because 
where the dependence of K* on the parameters e and <r^ is made explicit. 
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Box and Jenkins ( 1963) derive the optimal policy given in Theorem t using an 
IMAfO.t.l) model for the uncontrolled sequence of observations While Crowder 
develop the estimator éf as a Kalman filter estimator. Box and Jenkins describe 
the estimator èf as the '*one step-ahead prediction." They approximate the limiting 
action limit as 
*'*((;?) -" 
Adams and Weodall ( 1988) compare the work of Box and Jenkins 11963). Crow, 
der 11986), and Taguchi |I98&) on the W s # 0 case of system equation |l.l). 
They generalize the Box Jenkins and Crowder analyses by adding a measurement 
cost and solving for the optimal sampling frequency 
In recent years a number of authors have written about control theory tech­
niques, May beck 11083) provides a dynamic programming solution of what is com­
monly called the LQG" controller problem: linear system models, quadratic cost 
criterion and Gaussian noise models, Davis and V'inter ( 1983) discuss stochastic 
models and filtering theory, Kumar and V'araiya (1986) consider state space mod­
els, dynamic proframnang, LQG problem» and Kalman filter estimation, Lewis 
11986) presents the Kalman Alter estimator as applied to LQG systems and pro­
vides discussion of computer implementation 
1.6 Outline of the Eeseareh 
The goal of this research is to find the adjustment scheme for the state space 
model described by (I.I) and (1,2) that minimizes criterion (1,10). We be$pn by 
considering two special cases of this model. In Chapter 2 we consider the "drift^ 
case in which we suppose = 0, but allow a nonzero drift. In Chapter 3 we 
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généralité in the other direction to the "adjustment error" case in which we assume 
that (f 5 0, but allow nonzero adjustment error variance. Chapter 4 contains the 
results for the general case of both noniero drift and nonzero adjustment error 
variance. 
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3 ANALYSIS OF THE DRIFT CASE 
3.1 Introduction 
In thb f«cibn m conitder the special cage of #y*tem equation where 
<7^ s 0 but the drift parameter d if allowed to be nonzero Thlt mean# that there 
may be a determimitic drift in the proce## mean, but there is negligible adjustment 
error An example of a situation in which this model may be appropriate is the 
operation of the machine tool described in Section 1,1 if the controller of the machine 
is capable of making relatively precise adjustments. Tool wear introduces the non* 
random component into the movement of the process mean 
In this special case we have the system equation 
S f  ^  ^  a t d  ^  ( 2 4 )  
where af is the adjustment applied at time t. We continue to use observation 
equation (12) We initialize the model with the prior distribution 
9Q if® ^ ;V BQ,q , 
where y® may be thought of as the history of the sequence, % is a prior mean 
and q is the limiting value of \'at{9f y^} discussed in Section 1.5. 
We then have the posterior distributions 
9 t  y ^  -  N  à t , q i ,  ( 2 . 2 )  
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' *" «V _ I +• "** rf, 9 — , 
and èi ~ .V ^ a| - , 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
where 
è (  * k y t  "  { I  "  "  t ^ i  "  d } ,  (2 .5) 
and k m ""*"' M , 
f « «pf 
éf t» the K ai man Alter e#timater e( the prectss mean at time I in the drift came 
2 3 The Optimal Adjustment Strategy 
Our objective in thi# lection if to nwnimize criterion {1.10) for the model given 
by observation ec^uation fl.2) and the drift tystem e<%uation (2.1). We will find 
the procef* adjuitment strategy that minimize# 11 10) by the technique of dynamic 
programing di*cu$##d in Section 1-4-
We begin by Ending an e%pre##ion for the minimum expected co#t over choice* 
of adjustment for a one period control problem as a function of the prior mean %. 
This will be the initial functional equation necessary in the method of dynamic 
programrwng Since the functional equation is derived by minimizing the expected 
cost function, we can reCer to it as involving an aptimai risk function We will use 
this equation to develop the optimal adjustment strategy Cor a one-period problem. 
This optimal policy is a function of the prior mean Bq. 
We will then assume the existence and form of the optimal risk function (or 
an (I - I)-period problem and use it to inductively define the optimal risk function 
for tbe /-period problem. We will use this function to determine the form of the 
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optimal adjustment strategy for an /•period problem. Finally, we will describe the 
meaning of this strategy and state the form of the optimal policy as a theorem. 
Note that we derive these functional equations for the minimum expected cost 
using the Principle of Optimaiity discussed in Section 14 We determine the optimut 
Arst adjustment and then assume that we make optimal (that is, expected cost 
minimizing) choices »t subsequent periods. We will end up with an optimal risk 
function for the / period problem that is defined in terms of the optimal risk function 
for the - 1).period problem and with the optimal Rrst adjustment for an /-period 
problem a* a function of the prior mean 
We now define notation for the drift case functional equations A tilde {') 
placed over a symbol for a function will indicate that we are working with a case 
that has a nonzero drift parameter d. Let represent the minimum of the 
expect cost function fl.lO) over choices of control strategy when % = and let 
tt'||.V/) be an optimal first adjustment in an /-period problem with % « M, 
3.2.1 Optim«) rtfk funetioo for the on#-period problem 
To define the optimal risk function for the one,period problem we use the 
distribution of given in (2-3), 
S — oi (i,(t 9^ , 
and obtain 
= imn£{d| 
nun (,\/ w — cé(ii7)^ 
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min < f f^ - I Af - d)^\ min (ç ^ f^ ^  ( A/ ^ ur - - c) j 
i u?*0 J 
min {q ^ 9u "i g - - cj 
ç - "• (TÙn |( %/ - rf)^: c|. 
Let 
Then. 
and 
and ^1 s c .  
M) 3 ^  - fg ^ nMn|é|C.^/):^l| 
w ^ if û \ { y i }  > ' 
The function '^({M} i* dearly nonnegative, tymmetric about M = and 
nondecrea»ing in M - d . The tet of value# of M for which ù\iM} < i» the 
interval (-<# - \C,-d vê)- Therefore we can restate the formula for the optimal 
adjustment a* 
0 if XI € C ~<i — V e, -^d y c) 
—.V/ —  d  i l  A t  i  { — d  —  \  e ,  — d  \  e). 
2.2.2 Optimal risk function for the /-.period problem 
Assume that the optimal risk function has been obtained We now 
develop an expression for the optimal risk in terms of using the 
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distributions of and given in (3.3) and (2.4). 
^/(A/) a mjn£{ dj-ci(u?)-^/_|(éj) y®) 
= njin |<3i - "• -- «y - d)^ ' e6{w) 
-  j  ^ /_|(*) / (x  .U -  u? -  j .  j  
s ^ - min I (A/ - d)^ - j 7^/_i(x)/(* A/ - d.<r^)djr: 
min c - ( A/ - IT - d}^ - /»(f)/(f A/ - a- - d.<f^)dz | 
w * 0 I  /  j  
= 9 - fB - (Min |(A/ - d)^ - J^|„t(jr)/(jf A/ - d,flf|)dx; 
f  -  / ^ / _ i ( ' ) / ( '  5 / _ p f f 2 ) d x J  
where aj* ^ minimize* the function of j 
and /(jf is the density of a normal random variable with mean ^ and variance 
By the definition of if a nonzero value of «? minimize* the expected co#t 
function it satisfle* 
-/*_ I = A/ - w - d. 
Thuft if an adjustment i* to be made, it should be 
w ~ - A/ - d — zj* I. 
Let 
Q/(A/) = (A/ - d)^ - JA/ - d,<r^)(h 
and = c ^ 
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Then we have 
= <î * 
and 
w / i M )  = 0 
— A/ — * =(•-1 
This policy means that when .\f is such that the ''quadratic" part of the optimal 
risk function. is smaller than the constant portion. the optimal action 
is to not make an adjustment. When the "quadratic" portion is larger than the 
constant, the best action is to make the adjustment Numerical 
evidence shows that values range from 0 to small negative values for positive 
drifts d. Thus, there are three components to the optimal adjustment; 
• compensation for the current perceived mtsadjustment, {M}, 
• compensation for the drift that ui//occur in the next period, (d), and 
• smaU over compensation to anticipate the drift that will occur after the ne*i 
period, 
We refer to as the "over compensation constant/' 
Numerical computation of the function to W described in Section 2.3 
shows that it is monotone on either side of | Thus, numerical evidence 
indicates that the region over which no adjustment is made is an interval that we 
will denote by We then have the following description of the optimal first 
adjustment, equivalent to the one given above: 
wj(.U} = 0 if A/€(£/,t'/) 
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An optimal adjustment at time I ^ t in an n penod problem is then given by 
and Theorem 2 summarizes the situation for the drift case, assuming that our 
numerical evidence is correct and the function M) is monotone on either side of 
(-rf- '1^0' 
Theorem 2 (Optimnl Policy: Drift Cast) I'ndtF tkt ttalt $paei modtt ginn 
in (i.l) and (t.i), tht txpeeltd eott function 
C l n )  ®  f  I  5 2 1 ® ?  '  
U » i  J  
it minimiifd by 
0 if éi ^ 
-à* i/#f i 
when 9( w the Kalman filter estimator of the freee»» mean i^ven in (i.3), 
11 == -rf - y/'e, 
L'l = ^d - V c, 
and for / > Î, £| < L'l are the root* of 
where 
Q/(-V) = ( W - - j  -V/ - d,<r^)df, 
7î|(.V/) = 9 " min|(.W, 
and ÛiiM) =  g  -  -  m i n ,  
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f { t  f t , < r ^ )  i »  t h t  i t n a i i f f  o f  a  n o r m a l  r a n d o m  v a r i a h h  w i t h  m e a n  f t  a n d  v a r i a n c e  
e^, and aj" ^ minimist* the function of s 
The optimal adjustment strategy invoke# the variance component# Cg and and 
the cott and drift parameter» e and d. Note that the action limit» and over< 
compenmation constant» do not depend en the observation variance Thi» vari« 
ance enters the optimal compensation strategy only in the formula for the Kalman 
Alter estimator èf, 
3.3.3 Convergence of th« con«t«ntf Lf, and sj 
Implementation of the policy given in Theorem 2 require» computation of 
Kalman Rlter estimate» over compensât ion constant* {ij} and action lim» 
it» {Li) and {I'f}' The Kalman filter estimate» are computed period by period 
using equation (2.5). The action limit» and over compensation con»tant» that ap* 
pear in Theorem 2 depend on t, the number of time period* since the adjustment 
policy began and on n, the length of the control problem. Since it is inconvenient 
to develop entire set» of time dependent constants to implement a control strat­
egy and since in ma»t application» we would wish to control a proce»» over nwny 
period», it would be helpful to establish that the sequences {£/}, and (l'/} 
converge to limiting values I*, and £'*. We could then u»« these constants in 
the adjustment strategy for a control problem of reasonable length. 
Bather's (1963) proof of convergence that covered Crowder's (1986) case does 
not generalize to the nonzero drift ease that we consider here, but we do have strong 
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numencft) evidence that these constants converge. The computational method de­
scribed below for solving the set of functional equations given in Theorem 2 uses an 
initialisation step and an iterative procedure. It proceeds by computing the initial 
values £j and I'l and then iteratively computing beginning with 
t m '2 and continuing until the constants converge to within a preset tolerance. For 
all sets of parameters tested, the computed constants do converge. 
3.3 Approximation of the Limiting Action Limita and th# 
Over<Comp«ni«tion Conatant 
In this section we describe a computational method which yields approximate 
limiting action limits L* and I'* and limiting over compensation constant :* for 
input value# of the adjustment cost e and per period drift 4. In this method we 
compute approximate values Lf, Vf, and zj_^ beginning with I 3 1 and continuing 
until successive values differ by less than a preset tolerance These final values are 
t a k e n  a *  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  t o  t h e  l i m i t i n g  v a l u e #  L * ,  V * ,  a n d  z " .  
2.3.1 A aktiAed optimal riak funetion 
We could compute over a grid of value# of M for successive value# 
of t and find the action linwt# Zj and L'l from these functions. This is not the 
most convenient method because the value# of increase without bound as I 
increases. It is more convenient to work with functional values of the same ord^ 
of magnitude and functions that converge to a limiting function as I increases. For 
these reasons we define a shifted version of the optinaal risk function that has its 
constant portion on the M axis at each iteration. 
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is the minimum of a constant function and a quadratic-like function. It 
is constant at its maximum for values of M with large absolute value. To shift the 
functional values for a given iteration, we subtract the maximum value of 
This anchors the constant portion of the function on the A/axis for all 
values of t. Thus, we have the shifted optimal risk functions and 
* min |0; |A/ - - c|. and 
^ f i M )  s  ' A i i M )  -  ^ l i x }  
- min |0:(.U - ^ J- d,0^)dx 
(18) 
tin|o;(.U - A/ ^d,<fi}dx min 
iiun J 
" ^ 1 
/(f M - d^a-l 
= min|o;(.\/ - d)^ - J.U - d,a%)dx 
}di 
= miR{0;(.U - d)^ - c -
-  J  f i x  U  -  d . o ' E )  -  / ( J F  r f j r j  ,  (Z7) 
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where ^ minimize» the function 
Note th#t since is just * shifted version of 1%|(.\/). this is exactly the same 
S|*_ ^ as was defined above. 
The action limits < f'|.£2 < Ig. < £7 that we wish to compute 
appear in Theorem 2 at the values of M for which 
(2.8) 
that is, the value* of M outside of which the function ÂiiSt) i* constant (i.e.. e^ual 
to aero). Since ^/(.U) is just a shifted version of 1%/(A/), these two function* are 
constant for the same values of M. Thus we compute the action limits a* the value* 
of outside of which é/(.U) i* constant. 
2.3.3 Overview of the computing method 
Recurrence relations such a* (2.6) and (2.7) are well suited to numerical com­
putation because each Ç^iM) t* defined in term* of the previous function 
Only ^li-U) can be computed in e |o*ed form; the computed value* for # > I 
arc numerical approximation*. Thus, the solution* we obtain for £/ and tj will also 
be approximation*. Our computational method i* initialized by setting up a grid 
for the state parameter M (the mean), calculating exact value* of ^|(.W) over thi* 
grid, and calculating the exact value* of and We then begin an iterative 
procedure (at / = 2) to calculate calculate 0/(.W) from lp/_j(.U), and then, 
calculate Li and This procedure continue* until the value* of the shifted optimal 
risk function and computed constants converge to within a preset tolerance. 
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The fottowing properties of the shifted optimal risk function are used in guiding 
these computations. Proofs of these lemmas may be found in Appendix A. 
Lemma 2 ù ( { M )  w minimistd for .\t - ~d - and has minimum valut -c. 
Lemma 3 :J < \'€ 
Lemma 4 // .W % ( —d — v'3c, = d  =- \9c), t h t n  ^ i { M )  * 0. • 
3.3.3 InitialiiatioR step 
3.3.3.1 Grid of mean* In this step we set up a grid of values oî  the mean 
M. Outside the action limits for a particular iteration t, the shifted optimal risk 
function is constant. We must set up the grid of values of M that spans the region in 
which the shifted optimal risk function is nonconstant at each iteration. By Lemma 
4, Lf and I'l are in the interval {r-d - v 3c, -d - v3e) for all values of t. Thus, 
the grid of values of M is set up over this interval and does not change from one 
iteration to the next 
3.3 3 3 Computing L i and l'\ Once a grid of value# of M it set 
up, we are able to calculate exact values of the first iteration shifted optimal risk 
function 
âi(-U) = min{0;(A/^d)2_c}, 
and the action limits for the first iteration, 
= -d - V c, 
and t/1 = ~d — \ e . 
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3.3.4 Iterative procedure 
The iterative procedure begins with f = 2 and consist» of the following steps: 
• compute 
• compute over the grid of M values. 
• find the values and i'f while verifying that M) has the shape we expect, 
and 
• check for convergence of the functional values and action limit». 
3.3.4.1 Computing The over compensation constant, is re­
quired for computing values of CfiM). It is defined as the value of a that minimize# 
the function 
3" - y (2f > 
fn the previous iteration (or, if f s 2, in the initialization step) we computed a table 
of values of We have numerical evidence that this function of : ha# one 
minimum and is monotone on either side of this minimum Lemma 3 tells us that 
the minimizing value of : is in the interval y ê, --y e). We divide this interval into 
eight subintervals and calculate the value of function (2.9) at the endpoint# of each 
subinterval, beginning at the left side of the whole interval. By our assumption, 
these values should decrease until their minimum. When we detect an increase, we 
stop calculating values and take the previous two subintervals to be a new whole 
interval. This interval is then divided into eight subintervals and, beginning at the 
left, the values of function (2.9) are calculated at the endpoints of the subintervals. 
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as before. This process continues for ten iterations. At the end of the tenth iteration 
we find the end of the subintervai where an increase in function (2.9) is detected. 
We then declare an approximation to be the value of : at the end of the 
previous interval. 
3.3.4.3 Computing The most difficult task in computing the values 
of M) ti calculating the values of integrals. Recall the form of the shifted optimal 
risk function in (2.7): 
= min|0;(,U - 4)^ -
/(-P W - - f i t  rfxj 
This quantity involves «everal constants and two integrals: one that involves 
but is constant over M and another that depends on M. 
The integral* that must be evaluated are of the form 
j S f , < r 1 ) d t  
where, as always in this dissertation, f i x  is the normal density with mean 
M and variance <y^ evaluated at x. 
Since is zero outside of the action limits and (we need 
only approximate the integral over the ranf^ of values of M covered by the grid 
of M values. Over the range of values of M, we approximate the integral using 
Simpson's rule. This is a numerical integration technique that approximates the 
integral, I, by a sum; 
i ^  h ~ 3 ^ 5*1 2^3 - - 2% -
^•^yn-5 ^ 2Î»„_4 - 4y„_3 - 2y„_2 - y n )  . 
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whew ti the sequence of values of the function to be integrated over a grid of 
values of its argument, successive ones of which differ by h. 
The integral that involves is computed Rrst. Then for each value of A/, 
we compute the integral that depends on and the functional value 
3.3.4.3 Finding the action limita Lf and t'l and verifying the shape 
of the computed (unction The calculations that we perform in the computation 
of values of the shifted optimal risk function and the action limit# are based on the 
assumption thai the shifted optimal risk functions are constant at zero outside 
and are increasing a# M moves away from the minimising value M -
"4 - inside As we search for the action limits £/ and T/ |the points 
where the character of changes from constant to nonconstant or vice versa) 
we verify that the computed function has this form. 
To perform the calculations required in this part of the iterative procedure we 
feareh along the grid of shifted optimal risk function values from left to right, going 
through the following ftve steps; 
I,  check that is zero for small A/ while searching for the first negative 
computed value of the function, 
2 compute the approximation to 
3. verify that the center portion of ^|(A/) decreases raonotonically to its mini­
mum and then increases monotonically back to zero, 
4. compute the approximation to t'/, and 
5. check that ^|(A/) is zero for large 
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Steps 2 through 4 require some explanation. Li U a value of St in the interval 
between the last M for which = 0 and the next value of M on the grid. 
We find a tighter bound within which to approximate the action limit by dividing 
this interval into 19 subintervals and, starting at the left, computing the value of 
the shifted optimal risk function at successive values along this sub-grid until we 
detect a value that is less than 0. W'e approximate the action limait by the center 
of the previous interval. We then check that the values of 4fiM) decrease to their 
minimum and increase back to zero, When we find the value of M on the grid 
for which returns to lero, we divide the interval between this M and the 
previous value of M into 19 subintervals We compute values of the shifted optimal 
risk function along this sub-grid, starting from the left, until we find the first value 
of the function equal to zero We take the center of the previous subinterval to be 
the approximation to the action limit Vf. 
Clearly, the precision of the approximation method depends on the width of 
the subintervals. When a limiting action limit is reported in the next section, this 
width, represented by Jk, will be reported for each set of input parameter* 
2.3.4 4 Checking for convergence The final step in the iterative proce­
dure is to check for convergence and then stop or prepare for the next iteration. To 
check for convergence we compute; 
•  L i -  L i _ i  , 
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If each of these quantities is less than a speciRed tolerance, we terminate the pro­
cedure and report that and Vf are the approximate limiting action limits. 
3.3.5 Effect of the input parameters 
The values of L( and I'l depend on the the process target T, the system 
variance the drift parameter à, and the cost parameter c. In the preceding 
development we have already assumed without loss of generality that 7^0. Since 
any problem can be rescaled to not only have T a 0, but a% ^ \ m well, action 
limits are computed just for this standard case, requiring the values of e and d at 
input Value» of action limits and over compensât ion constants for nonzero 7 and 
other than I may be computed from the formula» 
a  7 *  £ *  ^ 0 , 1 , 1 0 )  
t f*{T,0^,e ,d)  = T(Tt /*  V* iù , l ,  ^ , 12.11) \ c y f  
and z*iJ,o%,e,d) - «r*/ ^ z' ^ 0,1,^,^^ , (2.12) 
where the dependence of thete constant» on the parameter» 7, <7^, c, and d i* naade 
explicit and we recall that the»e constant» do not depend on 
2.3.0 The computer program 
A Fortran program which implements thi» approximation strategy may be 
found in Appendix B. Constants in the program that may require modification 
for particular cases are 
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• NM, the odd integer number of point» on the grid of means* currently set at 
l O t ,  
• TOLLIM, the convergence tolerance between action limit values for successive 
iterations, currently set at 0.0001; and 
• TOLSR, the convergence tolerance for the maximum difference between values 
of the shifted optimal risk function for successive iterations, currently set at 
O.OOl. 
Since limits and constants for cases with # I are multiples of the = I results, 
is set to I in the program code. Values of the parameters c and d are necessary 
input to the program and are read from standard input. 
2,4 Reiult» of the Numtrica) Approxlmution Work 
The objective of the numerical approximation work i* to compute limiting 
action limits and over compensation constant» for given set» of input parameter» 
and describe how these limit* and constant» are affected by the value» of the input 
parameter». 
2.44 The input parameters 
Since we may compute action limits and over-compensation constant» for 5= 
I cases from »^ = 1 result» and since erf does not affect the limits and constants, 
we need to investigate only the effects of the parameters c and d. 
The following runs of the computer program will be described: 
* a set of runs with e = 1 and d ranging from -10 to 10, 
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# a set of runs with c = 5 and d ranging from -10 to 10, 
e a set of runt with c a 10 and d ranging from -10 to 10, and 
• a set of runt with «f = 0 and c ranpng from I to 200. 
The results from these runs are given in Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. Recall that A 
represents the width of the interval within which the action limit approximations 
lie. Plot# of the action limits and over compensation constants may be found in 
Figures 2.1, 2 2, and 2.3. 
We compare the computed limiting action limits based on two type# of char^ 
acteristics that we call absolute position and relative position. Absolute position 
refers to the actual optimal action limits and to the actual distance between these 
limits. These value* are reported in the table# under the heading# £*, I'*, and 
If' - L*. In contrast, relative position refer# to a comparison of these optimal 
limits to the initial linwt* 
55 ^ ^c 
and L'l = -d -r y/e 
that we call the **oRe.#tep'ahead" action limit#. In the drift ca#e, thi# comparison 
will be made by considering the ratio of the width of the optimal ^no-adjustnaent" 
rei^n to the width of the one step-ahead noadjuxtment interval ^ven by 
. U* - I' 
Thi# ratio is given in the final column of the table. 
We will also consider the effects of the parameters e and d on the value# of the 
over compensation constants. These are given in the tables under the heading s*. 
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Table 2.2: Drift c«se result»: c = 5 (A = 0.009) 
d L* f J* r* - £• 
-10.00 Î .7T 12.23 0.000 4.47 0.999 
•8.00 5.T7 10.23 0.000 4.47 0.999 
600 3.77 8 26 0.000 4 49 1.005 
5.00 2.77 7.41 0.006 4.65 1.039 
4.00 1,78 6.8t 0.081 5.03 U26 
330 l.3t 6.43 0.241 5.12 1.145 
3.00 088 5.94 0.341 5.06 1.132 
2.30 0 49 5.37 0.751 4.88 1.091 
225 0.30 5 07 0.794 477 1.066 
2.00 0.12 4.76 0.812 4.64 1.037 
4 30 0 23 409 0,789 4 32 0.966 
4 00 •0.61 334 0.665 3.94 0.881 
030 1.06 2.53 0.397 3.59 0.803 
0.00 1,72 1.72 0.000 3.43 0,768 
0.30 253 1.06 0.397 3.59 0.803 
1.00 3 34 0.61 0.665 3.94 0.881 
1.30 4 09 0.23 0 789 4.32 0.966 
2.00 476 -0.12 -0.812 4.64 1.037 
2.25 5 07 0.30 0.794 4.77 1.066 
230 5 37 0 49 -0.751 4.88 1.091 
3.00 -5 94 -0.88 -0.541 5.06 1.132 
3.50 643 -1.31 0 241 5.12 1,145 
400 6.81 -1.78 -0.081 5.03 1.126 
5.00 7.41 2.77 -0.006 4.65 1.039 
6.00 8 26 -3.77 0.000 4.49 1.005 
8.00 
-10.23 -5.77 0.000 4.47 0.999 
10.00 -12.23 -7.77 0.000 4.47 0.9W 
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Table 2.3: Drift case results: c sa îO (A = 0.012) 
d L' t* s* £ • - L' 4 
40.00 6.84 13.16 0.000 6.32 0.999 
-8.00 4.84 11.18 0.000 6.34 1.003 
•6.00 2.84 9.88 0.007 7.04 1.112 
3.00 1.83 9.30 0.113 7 43 1.178 
4.00 099 8.28 1313 7.29 1.133 
3.30 0.63 7.67 1.400 7.04 1.112 
323 0.46 7.37 1.392 6.91 1.093 
316 039 7,26 1.387 6.86 1.083 
•3.00 0 28 7.06 1.377 6.78 1.072 
230 0.07 6.43 1.346 6.30 1.028 
2.00 040 3 73 1.313 6.16 0,974 
130 0 71 4.99 1.233 3 70 0.901 
LOO 103 4 12 1.040 3 13 0.114 
030 1,44 3.13 0,634 4.39 0,726 
0.00 2,16 2.16 0.000 4.32 0.683 
0.30 3,(3 1.44 0,634 4.39 0,726 
t o o  4.12 1,03 1040 3 13 0.814 
1,30 499 0.71 1233 3.70 0,901 
2.00 3.73 0,40 1.313 6,16 0,974 
2,30 6.43 0.07 
-1,346 6,30 1.028 
300 7,0* 0,2* -1.377 6.78 1.072 
3,16 7 26 039 -1.387 6,86 I M S  
3,23 7 37 0,46 1392 6,91 1.093 
330 -7.67 -0.63 1 400 JM 1.112 
4,00 '8.28 -0,99 -1.313 7,29 1.153 
5.00 9.30 -1,85 
-0.113 7.45 1.178 
6,00 -9.88 •2M -0.007 7.04 1.112 
8.00 11.18 -4.84 0.000 6.34 1.003 
10.00 13.16 6M 0.000 6.32 0.999 
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Drift cose 
Action limits ond over-jcpmpensation constants 
9-
20 
0 10 •10 
Drift porometer d 
CONSTANT L V Z 
Figure 2-1: Drift case action limits and over compensation constants when e - I 
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Drift cose 
Action limits ond over-^mpensotion constonts 
10-
0 10 
Drift porometer d 
eONSTAMT L W Z 
Figure 2.2: Drift case action limits and over compensation constants when c = 5 
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Drift case 
Action limits and over-compensotion constonts 
C-10 
to-
-10 to 
Drift parameter d 
eOMITAMT t V Z 
Figure 2.3: Drift case action limits and over compensation constants when c = 10 
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3.4.3 The effect of c, the adjustment cost 
The par»meter e represents the cost of making an adjustment. If it costs noth* 
ing to make an adjustment to the process (c = 0), then the tower action limit, the 
upper action limit, and the over compensation constant are aU etiual to zero. That 
is, the optimal strategy when adjustments are free is to compensate at each time pe< 
riod for the current perceived misadjustment plus the drift that will occur in the next 
period. The optimal policy in (his case does not call for over» compensât ion, Since 
an adjustment is made at each period, there ii no advantage to over compensating 
in the current adjustment in the hope# of avoiding a future adjustment. 
The parameter e determines the distance between the action limits This can 
be seen by comparing the results for c - I, e ^ 5, and c = |0 in the previously 
mentioned figures and tables. The larger the cost of adjusting, the wider the inter* 
val within which no adjustment should be made The co#t parameter also aRect* 
the over compensation constants. For a given value of c, the value of the over­
compensation constant is farthest from zero for a drift of approximately c. This 
can be seen in Figure# 2.1, 2 2, and 2 3 
The maximum absolute over compensation constant for a given e  increase# a# 
c increase*. The large#t computed absolute over compensation constant i# 0.13 for 
the c — I case, 0,81 for the c = 5 case, and 1,40 for the c ^ 10 case. When an 
adjustnwnt i# called for in a situation with high adjustment cost, it make# sense to 
over-compensate more, hoping that future drifts may be offset enough that a costly 
adjustment will not be required soon. 
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2.4.3 The effect of d, the drill parameter 
The p«f<uneter é reptetient» the per p«no<l (ietermimsttc drift o( the process 
mean. The most obvious effect of the parameter d on the action limits is that they 
are essentially centered around the value -d. This reflects the reasonable notion 
that if the process mean is currently perceived to be off.target by units, one 
need not make an adjustment because the next drift of d units will bring it back 
on target The greater (he distance between the current perceived position of the 
process and -W, the more likely an adjustment will be indicated 
For a given value of the adjustment cost e, values of d can be divided into three 
categories by their effect on the action limits and over compensation constants; 
• d ^ 0, 
• '^•mair nonzero values, and 
• "large" nonzero values. 
We will now describe the numerical results for each of these cases. We will de-
scribe the computed shifted optimal risk functions, limiting action limit», and ovee-
eompensaeion constants, and discuss the reasons br the pattertw we find in these 
results. 
2.4.3.1 Ca«e I: d = 0 This is exactly the special case of the general 
model that was considered by Crowder (1986). The computed shifted optimal 
risk functions are synunetric with respect to M = 0 at every iteration. They 
are minimized at M - 0 and nondecreasing in AJ . The functions converge to 
the limiting function Q*iM), which has a "^narrower" nonconstant portion than 
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the function The computed values of #nd é'(.U) for the 
€ s {0, d 3 0 cftse arc plotted in Figure 3.4. 
Computed limiting action limits for c between I and 200 are given in Table 
2.4. The results f"r c < 100 agree to two decimal places with those computed by 
Crowder; (hose for c # 100 and e # 200 agree to one decimal place. The over­
compensation constants for the d a 0 case are lero for every value of c. 
The action limits computed here, like those computed by Crowder, are all 
smaller in absolute value than the one step ahead limits, tn the results for d a 0 
cases we see that p < 1.00. Thus the optimal policy is more likely to call for an 
adjustment than a "one^step^ahead" policy. 
The minimum of the optimal risk function for this case is at the target, M = 0 
The action limits are symmetric about 0 because there is no determintstic drift to 
make being a given amount on one tide of target more tolerable than being off by 
the same amount on the other side of target The overcompensation constants are 
zero because the movement of the process does not have deternwmstic component. 
In the cases that follow, the process mean drifts in a known direction - we can then 
anticipate future drifts by over compensât i ng in the off otite direction 
2.4.3.2 Case 3; "Smiiir nonzero values of d Table 2.5 give# rough 
""cutoff" values that separate so-called "small" values of d from "large" value» of 
d for various values of the co#t parameter e. These are the smallest values of d , 
computed to three decimal places, for which s* < 0.00005 and the computed shifted 
optimal risk functions do not change from one iteration to the next. 
It is the small nonzero values of d that produce the mo#t interesting properties 
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Drift case 
Shifted optimal risk functions 
Figure 2.4: Drift case shifted optimal risk functions vrhen c = 10 and d 
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Table 2 3: Rough cutoff values 
c  Rough cutoff 
value of d  
1 4 . 8 0 9  
2 5.327 
3 5.773 
4 6.047 
$ e.2se 
6 6.501 
7 6.698 
ê  6.882 
9  7.034 
1 0  7.217 
15 8,178 
20 8.776 
in the computed function», action limit#, and ovef compen#ation constant». The 
initial function is *ymmetnc and minimized at ,\t s -</, After the 8f#t iteration, 
the computed shifted optimal ri*k function» are not symmetric. The function for 
the /'th iteration i» minimized at M ^ Plot» of the computed function» 
M a n d  Ç*iM) when c = 10 and d - 2 are given in Figure 2.5, 
The action limit» begin at ~dx\ê and eventually, but not monotonicaUy, converge 
to smaller (or more negative) values. The limiting upper action limit t'* i» closer 
to the minimum of the shifted optimal risk function than the limiting lower action 
limit I*. It i» interesting to note that the action limits for the two-period problem 
are narrower than those for the inBnite-horizon (limiting) problem. This mean» 
that an optimal policy tolerates less deviation from optimal position when only two 
periods remain in the control problem than when there are many periods remaining. 
The computed over compensation constants are farthest from zero for these '^small" 
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shiW 
nonaero value» o( d. 
For small values of d , the values of the width ratio p quickly move from the 
tess'than'one values for the d a 0 case to values greater than one. Thus, when there 
is a small drift, the optimal action limits are wider than the one step-ahead limits. 
It if in this case of small nonzero values of d that we see the struggle between 
minimising the squared error term, sf, and minimiaing the cost of making an ad­
justment. €${ai). Minimising contributions from the latter term is accomplished 
by minimiaing the number of times that an adjustment is made. When there is a 
nonaero drift, this could b« accomplished by adjusting a small amount extra each 
time an adjustment i* made - hoping that this action may eliminate the need for 
an adjustment at the next tinw period. Yet, this over compensation must be small 
because it is going to adversely affect the very next ^ value. Thus we have a situa^ 
(ion in which over compensating to avoid making future adjustments decreases the 
contributions to cost from the eé{at) term, but increases the contributions from the 
0^ term For these "small" values of d , it is possible to balance these forces and 
reduce overall expected cost by over-compensating by a small amount. 
Another result of this struggle between the two brces at work in expected 
cost function |1.10) is the value of M for which the shifted optimal risk functions 
are minimized For a one-period problem, the computed function is minimized at 
-1/ = -d. If M = -d, both the next sf and the next eSiat) terms would have 
expected value zero. Xo adjustment would be needed because the drift of d units 
brings the process back on tarj^t without requiring an adjustment. It is clear that 
V = -d minimizes the one-period shifted optimal risk function. 
In the two-period problem, there will be two drifts of d units to handle. If the 
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squafect error term were not involved, we would adjust the process to have expected 
mean eliminating the need to ever adjust again. Since the squared ertor term 
M part of the cost function, we would pay too high a price for this strategy in the 
next period, after the process has only drifted the distance d. Thus, the best point 
for which to aim must be in the interval 2 • ( -d), The function is 
mininwaied at ,M = - d  - î j , a value in this interval. 
In the /-period problem we see a similar result. The function is mini-
mized at A/ s -</ - a value in the interval I  <  ( - d ) ,  ~ d .  Numerical results 
shew that the minimizing value -d - is much closer to -d than to I « (-d). 
2 4 3 3 Cm « 3: Large * nontero values of d Values of d larger than 
the cutofT value* given in Table 2.5 are too large to allow any hope of anticipating 
a drift after the next period without paying too high a price in the next squared 
error term In this case the patterns in the computed functions, action limits, and 
over compensation constants are quite simple. The line* representing these three 
constants for various value* of d in Figure* 2.1, 2.2, and 2,3 are perfectly straight 
outside the positive and negative value of the cutoff value. 
The computed shifted risk function* are identical from one iteration to the 
next; consequently they "converge" in the minimum number of iterations. They 
are symmetric and minimized at M - -d. The ratio p is equal to 1,00 for these 
eases, indicating that the width of the no-adjustment region is the same as that for 
the one-step-ahead limits. In fact, the action limits are all essentially equal to the 
one step-ahead limits -d = y c. The over compensation constants are all zero. 
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2.4.4 Recommendation for setting # machine with nontero drift 
An appUcation of the optimal adjustment strategy is the determination of how 
to reset a process that ts subject to nonzero drift. A common answer comes from 
the technique of control charting using so-called modi Red limits." If the drift ts 
negative, an attempt is made to reset the process just inside the upper modiBed 
limit and process movement is monitored by the chart. When the chart signals an 
out'of control situation, the process is adjusted back to the point just inside the 
upper modified limit at which it started 
We can use the optimal adjustment strategy developed above to provide an< 
other more rational solution to this problem. For given values of the input parame 
ters, one should use the Kalman filter, reset the process at -d- and then use the 
optimal action limits to monitor the process and to determine when an adjustment 
if necessary. 
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3 ANALYSIS OF THE ADJUSTMENT ERROR CASE 
3.1 Introduction 
Conjidef » production procès» that b not »ubj«ct to determtmittc drift, but for 
which variation in the production environment and material* make eompeniation 
nece$#ary If the automatic controller that monitors and adjust» the process is 
not capable of making perfect adjustments, we might model this situation with the 
special case of system equation 11 -1) in which d s 0, but is allowed to be nonzero 
In thii case we have the adjustment error system equation: 
^ 13.1) 
Assuming the prior distribution 
for the initial process mean gives the following conditional distributions: 
Bt -. A Bt,qt 
' 
(32) 
- S 9t,Pt ' (3.3) 
-
- .V 
- at, ft , (3.4) 
where 
= ^tlft (I ~ — a^), (3.5) 
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tt = tff'f 
Pt ® 
r, = &(P(. 
»na ' H—-n • 
f l - l  
The peiterier mean, é|, U (he Kfttmsn filter estimater fer the pro<ei» mean at time 
t under tyiiem e^uatien (3.1). 
9.3 The Varianet Sequences 91 and 
In the special ca*e of model |l.l) with zero adju»tment variance that «va* 
difcuffed in Section i.3, we found that the tequence of variance* qt ^ V"ar|#| |#*) 
converge* to the limit 
1  =  ( ' Î )  [ \  i -S- i  
Crowder use* the prior diftribution 
% J» ~ V % , 
and so the sequence of variance* i* eon»tanl at q. In the present case where the 
adjustment variance, er^, amy be nonzero, the sequence of value* q^ may not be 
constant or even convergent because the successive value* of % depend upon whether 
or not adjustments are made. 
If an adjustment is never made, a| = 0 for all t. By Lemma I we have 
9.V = W) = limgg. 
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If an ftdjustment is made at each time period, Of « 0 for alt t. By the same result 
we then have 
94 3 {ffi - < I - i {tm(}|. 
Since g|x) aa (jp) < 
9.V - 9.4 Recall tha't 
VI - - i IS an mcreaming function of x, we have that 
(~  
\ — 1 
1 -
For 9 > 0, define 
2 \ 
" I _2 
""9 I «'f • l  -  é i a f ) e ^  -  9 ^  -  < r f  /  
^.VW) - ( — 
\ 4 - f 5  ' " i f  
and /S 4I9) - ( " 3 - g? 
Then, 
% -
when 0^,1-0 
whena|_|?=0. 
To investigate the behavior of ihe 91 sequence we consider the nature of ihe 
function# ^ y (ke extreme# of the domain, q € 0, ac), we have 
.2 9 
0 < h  
and 
V|0) - f 2^" 2) -  i  9 ^ 4(0) 
\ i f t ^ < r i )  K c f ,  -  O y  -  " €  }  
,1% ^ iVW = h j ^ i q )  = a i  < % 
We also have the Cbllowing lemma that further characterizes the behavior of the 
sequence of variances %. See Appendix A for the proof of this lemma. 
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Lemma 5 I. h ^ { q )  s  q  i f  a n d  o n t t f  i f  q  ^  çy. 
h ^ { q )  =  q  i f  a n r f  e m f y  i f  q  s  q ^ ,  
J. A ylg} ancf h  ^ { q )  are monotonicalty inertasing in q, 
4. > 0 implies hy(q) < h^(q}. 
Nole lh«,{ {he qi «ectuence dee# converge if we alwayt adjust of never adjust. That 
1». 
• the se()uence converges monoionicatly to q y ,  and 
• the sequence - 1%))) converge» monotonicaUy to q^. 
From these resuJt» we see that 
• 9# % 9V9.4 ^ % f y ^ ^ A  i », 
•  q O <  q y  <  
• 10 > 9A 
For these reasons w e  will assume, without great loss of generality, that because of 
the existence of a substantial process history, % is in the interval q y, qj and thus 
that every posterior variance also falls into this interval 
Like %, the variance sequence r| = Vari#^ y^~^} depend# upon whether or not 
adjustments are made. Define the functions r yiq) and as follows; 
'.v(„ = -M4 
i q - a t  -  ' T f )  
and r 4(9) = 9 g j. 
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Then. 
*hen = 0 
S i 
when 0|_ 1*0. 
3.3 The Optimal Adjustment Strategy 
OuF objective in this section is to minimise criterion ( t.tO) for the model given 
by the observation equation (L2) and the adjustment error system equation (3.1). 
At in the drift case, we will use the technique of dynamic programming to derive the 
optimal adjustment strategy by developing and using a set of functional equations. 
Let t') be the optimal risk function (the minimum of expected co#t 
function i MO)) for an f period problem with 0^ a M and % = V and let I') 
be the optimal 8r#t adjustment in the period problem 
We need the following lemmas to establish properliet of the optimal risk func' 
tions. The prook of these lemma» may be found in Appendix A 
Lemma 6 l i t  / ( * )  =  m i n { g (f )^ )} when ) and h{e} an both nondeereasing 
m X. Then fit) is nondeereasing in x. 
Lemma 7 Suppose that X -V and hix) is nonnegative, sjfmmetrie about 
^ = 0 and nondeereasing in x . Then Ei^{hiX}) is nondeereasing in ^ for cmg 
fixed a^. 
Lemma 8 Suppose that X .V 0,<f' and hix) is nonnegative, syimmetrie about 
X  = 0 ,  a n d  n o n d e e r e a s i n g  i n  x  .  T h e n  i s  n o n d e e r e a s i n g  i n  a ' .  
We will now determine the optimal risk functions and the optimal adjustment 
strategy for the adjustment error ease. First, we will consider the one-period prob-
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Icm. We wits then usume that the solution to the (/ - t)-period problem has 
certain properties, use them to characteriie the optimal first adjustment in an A 
period problem, and thereby solve the f period problem by induction. 
3.3.1 Optlmikl risk (Unction for th« one.period problem 
Recall the distribution of ê\ ip given in (3.3). 
where 
We use this distribution to obtain the optimal risk function for the one period 
problem: 
T )  = 5  m n E  s j e é i w }  y ^  
= (mn jy - eS(w) fit M - w, t' - - 6{w}ff^)dx^ 
= " {M - uf)^ - w)} 
= roin I r - mit^i K - ( M - w}^ - - c)| 
- min{* - % - fg - ^ cj 
=  1 -  < 7 ^  -  m i n -  c j  .  
Let 
Ql(A/,V') = A/2 
and ^li^ ) = - c. 
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w i { M , V )  s 
Note that the initial function Q|(.U, t*) doc» not actually depend on t*. Then 
^L(.W.R) = V -ININ{Q|(IU.R):JIFV)) 
and 
- w if Qt(.u.v) > J|(r) 
0 if M < ^ - c 
~ M if M > ^ ffff — e . 
Since XÛ and ^ e are both nondeereaiing in ,\f , by Lemma 6, ^|(A/, T) 
if nondecreafinf in M f©f any fixed value of V. Clearly 7î||.\/,l') i» nonnegative 
and fymmetric about ,\J s 0 The function if minimized for ,V/ = 0 with minimum 
value r ^ It if bounded by s I' - - c, the conftant value of the 
function outfide the interval ^ - ^  - c, ^ 
3 3 2 Optima) rbk function for tb« ^perioct problem 
In order to develop the optimal rîfk function for a problem of two or more 
period#, it will be convenient to iwe the following notation Let 
if ly * 0 
y(') if «? = 0 
r^(-) if u; « 0 
hu'i'} = 
and ) =? 
p y( ) if w = 0. 
Suppose that V )  is the optimal risk in an / - 1 period problem with 
prior mean M  and variance V  and is nonnegative, synunetric in .U, and nonde-
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creasing in .U . Using the distributions of and given in (3.3) and (3.4) 
and the assumed properties of the optimal risk function t'), we develop 
the optimal risk function for the /-period problem and show it to have the same 
properties. 
a rnin{£ - d(u?)) J#® } 
3 own |r - « ^ (u?)«f^ - (.%/ - tt')^ - e ê { w )  
• j))/(•* tt'.''u'(I 
a  r -  « 3 -2 ^  min|.t/^ -  J  ' R f ^ ^ { £ , h y { V } ) f { x  
min ci - c *• | - w}^ 
wO ^ 
-J ))/(f V - j 
Since V)) i» nonnegattve, symmetric about f s 0, and nendecreaming in 
I, Lemma 7 implie» chat M - u?,r))«ff i» nondecreafing 
tn M - tf . Tha» the fnintmi^tng nonzero choice (or is itr =5 and we have the 
optimal risk function 
7 î | ( . U , r )  =  %  - ^  m i n  -  j M , r y i V } ) d £ - ,  
*) ) / (»  j  
Let 
Q l i M , V }  =  S t . F y i { V ) ) d l  
and Ti(V) = 
Then wre have 
R,(M, V) = {QiiM, I')} 
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and 
U?/(.»/. 1 ) a > 
-w if Q,(.v/.r) > j/(n. 
The optimal adjustment at time f * 1 in an n pened problem ii thus given by 
Now eeniider the propertici of the function# Q / i M ,  V )  and //(l'). ii 
nennegative because i# nonnegative. Since doe# not depend 
on .V/, it is trivially symmetric about .V/ # 0 and n&ndecreasing in .V , By Lemma 
7 and the properties of is nonncgative and strictly 
increasing in M • Finally, since symmetric in t, QfiM^V) is 
symmetric in W: 
= -  y M r P y i V j J d t  
Since r - Éf|, QiiM,V}, and are nondecressing in M , lemma 6 implies 
that i* aondecreastng in M . These three pieces of are also 
nonnegative and symmetric in M, so Tti{M,V) is nonnegative and symmetric in 
M. 
Since 1') is strictly increasing in , the -no-adjustment" region is 
either empty or is the interval between the symmetric positive and negative solution» 
to 
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if such solutions exist. It is intuitively clear that Q|(0. T) < ^|(V) and therefore 
that the solutions do exist. That is, Q({Ù,V) can be thought of as the expected 
cost suffered in the last I - 1 periods of an f period control problem if the prior 
mean is 0, the prior variance is t', no initial adjustment is ordered, and thereafter 
suffered in the last t - I periods of an f-period control problem if the prior mean is 
0, the prior variance is V, an initial adjustment of t is ordered, and thereafter one 
behaves optimally. Intuitively, one must then have 
because in the Rrst case one ha» the optimal, i.e.. 0, expected prior mean for facing 
the last I - I periods and ha# not introduced the extra noiie into the system 
that is involved if the initial adjustment of a| ^ * i* ordered. To this point we 
have been unable to make this intuitive argument rigorous but have always found 
Q({Ù, T) < J'fiV} in extensive numerical study of the problem 
Theorem 3 summarize» the development of the optimal adjustment strategy in 
the adjustment error case by stating its form 
Theorem 3 (Optiiniil policy: Adju»tin«Dt error cafe) Under the state tpaee 
model given in (3.1} and (l-Z), the erpeeted cost function 
one behaves optimally. //(T) - - c is the limit as t — 0 of the expected cost 
is minimized by 
0 if t^ < f^ n-ti9t^  
-^t '/ > ^n-tilt) 
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ttAere éf i$ the h'alman filter estimator /CtfV) a ^ - c, an<i for t > 
A'/(V) w the nonnegative root of the equation 
QiiMJl = :Fi(n 
where 
Q / i M . y )  -  '  J ^ ( „ \ { i t , h y { V ) } f i ^  , \ t , r ^ { \ ' ) ) d j e ,  
J|(r) a - f - y 0,r 
7Î|[|.\/,  V) = R -  - MIN|A/^;«P^ -  E|. 
n i i M M  » I* -tfp -min{C/(.U.r):^^(r)}. 
/{r w the normal denittjf wtth mean and vartanee tr^. 
3.3.3 Prop«rtif» of the ''no^adjustment'* region for I ^ I #nd I = 2 
The fhape of (he optimal risk funetion, V) that wa» established above 
guarantees that for a given I , the no»adjustment region, if one exists, will be an 
interval. We note here that for f = I and 1-2 the explicit form of A/, 1') make* 
it easy to show that there w such a region, thai is, that JC|(r) > 0 and K^i^} > 0. 
Consider / =? I first. Since Q/(A/, T) = A/" and /)(V') = ^ c, the no-
adjustment region is clearly the nonempty interval - <r, y - f) tor all 1 
Now consider the two.period problem. 
%2(0, T) = V ^ < ^ ^ ^ j T l \ { x , h y i { \ ' ) ) f { f Q , r j ^ { V ) ) d z  
=  V -  / i  v l V )  -  J  ^  f i t  0 , r y { V ) } d x ,  
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and 
SS I — <Ty — C — h I ) — 0^ 
*  J  «  c ]  f { x  O . r ^ n i W f .  
By Lemma 8, < p^(r) impUesi that 
J  mm - c) /(jf 0, p Y(r))</x < j  min|j^:ff| - e| 0, f^(l'))(/j. 
and since 
I f ^  (I I ••' (fjp < I — ^ f — A $ ) — 0 ^ ,  
we have thai 
Thu» KgiV) > 0. 
3.3.4 Convergence of the action timit» K/(r) 
Implementation of the adjuitment potiey $p«ci^e4 in Theorem 3 require» com 
putatton of Kalman filter estinoate* and the nonnegative action limit» {K^i 1)} 
The Kalman Alter e»timate$ are computed period by period u»ing e<%uation (3.5). 
As in Chapter 2, the action limits that appear in Theorem 3 depend on t, the num­
ber of time periods since the control problem began and on n, the length of the 
control problem. Again, since most applications are to "many period" problems, 
and it is more convenient to use constants that do not depend on these indice», we 
would hope that the sequence of functions {KiiV)} converges to a limiting function 
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A'*(r). \V« could then use this function in the adjustment strategy for a problem 
of reasonable length. 
Once again. Bather's |t963) proof of convergence does not generalise to the 
nonzero adjustment error case that we consider here. We do, however, have strong 
numerical evidence that these functions converge. The method described below for 
computing them uses an initialization step and an iterative procedure. It proceeds 
by computing the initial shifted optimal risk function Ç\iM,V) and the initial 
action limits /C|(V) over a grid of values of V and then iteratively computing 
V) and KfiV) (beginning with t « 2) until the value* of the shifted optimal 
risk function and the action limits converge to within a preset tolerance For all 
set* of parameter* tested, the computed functions do converge 
3.4 Appre^imstion of tb« Limttlng Action Limit* T) 
In this section we describe a computational method which yield* approximate 
limiting action limits K*{V) for given input value* of the variance component* erj, 
and tr  ^ and the co*t parameter e, 
3.4.1 A sbifled optima* ri*k function 
Basing our computation* on the function V )  present* the same inconve­
nience* that we would have faced in Chapter 2 if we had used ^/(A/) instead of the 
shifted function We therefore define a shifted version of the optimal risk 
function V )  by subtracting a value that is constant over S I  and V  for each 
iteration. 
For a ^ven V ,  V) is the minimum of a constant function and a func-
6T 
tbn increasing in M . Numericat evidence indicates thai for M s 0 or Xf > 
max% Ki{V), the function T) is monotone increasing in % To shift all of 
the functional values for a given iteration, we subtract the value of the constant 
portion of the function for the smallest variance, 7if(oc,q^y ). This anchors a por­
tion of the function on the (M, V) plane for all values of f. Thus we have the shifted 
optimal risk functions t') and Çf{M, V); 
*') m 7Î|(A/, V) -
r)|, and 3.6) a I' - çy - min |0; M -
Çfi X t ,  V )  3  U f i . V / ,  i " )  -  U ( i )  
s  V  ^  -  m i n | C / | . U ,  
s i -  9 v  -  '  o w n  { 0 ^ 1  W ,  %  ) }  
s r ' qy - - e -
-  r  "  q y  -  -  e j  
- nun j 
-  y  ' ^ l ^ l { l , h y { V } ) f { i  M , r y { V } } d x  - ' f Z l - x i v , q y ) ' ,  
=  y  - q y  -  -  e )  
- J  
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"/ fi '  M,ryi\ '))di' ,  
- c ) -y  |7 î /^ | f* , f t  4 fV) )  -7 î / ^ | {3C. f  v )  / (x0 . r4 (V) ) r f i J  
a r - ,v - - c) - y O.f 4(qy)Wz 
-  J M , r  y { \ ' ) ) d j ! - ,  
- c) - y4(r))/(j o.r 4(l'))rfx| . (3.7) 
For a given V, the action HmU K^(t') wai deBned tn Theorem 3 to be the nonnef* 
ative folution to the eciuation 
Q i i M , y } ^ : F i i V h  
Thii t* the valwe of ,\t out*tde of which the function l ) i# constant. Since 
Ç^iM, I'l i* a fhifted vertion of A/,T), the$e two function* are conttant for the 
same value* of M. Thus, for a given V, we compute the action limit K^l V} a* the 
value of M outside of which 3/, T) t* constant. The function * ), tike the 
function Vj, is symmetric with respect to M = 0 and nondecreaming in M . 
3.4,2 Overview of the computing method 
We initialize our computational method for obtaining #(*(%') by setting up 
a grid for the state parameters .\J (the mean) and V (the variance), calculating 
exact values of t ) over this grid, and calculating the exact values of /Cj( 1'). 
We then use an iterative procedure that calculates Ç|(-U, V) from ^[_|(.U, % ) and 
calculates the values of /C/(V'). This procedure is repeated until the ÇfiM, %') and 
K^iV) values converge to within a preset tolerance. 
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3.4.3 InitialiiAtion step 
3.4.3.1 Grid of variancet R«c«U (hat If we «ssume that the prior variance 
9Q is in the interval f^V'9.4 (hen every po9(erior variance qf will also fall into (his 
interval. We compute Ç({M,y) and KfiV) for V in the tn(erval We 
distribute the points on the variance grid evenly across this interval. Therefore, to 
set up the grid of variances we must compu(e ^y, and the valuer of 1 that 
make up the grid of variances. 
3 4 3 2 Grid of mean* The shifted optimal risk functions QiiM, V) and 
t") are symmetric in A/, so we tabulate their values only for positive value# 
of ,U. The positive action limit for the first iteration and every value of 1" is 
We use this as an initial approximation to the limiting action limit in our computa­
tions. Outside the action limit (or any given V, the shifted optimal risk function is 
constant We must cover all of the nonconstant behavior of the function and part 
of its constant behavior. There is a parameter in the computer program that allows 
the user to specify the portion of the points on the grid of M value* to be placed 
outside the first guess at the limiting action limit. Extensive numerical experimen 
tation has established that a safe value for this parameter is 0.20. The values of M 
are equally spaced along the grid and are constant from one iteration to the next. 
3.4.3 3 Computi»gv8iue«of^j(A/, r)ai»d ATjir) Once a grid of values 
of M and t is set up, we are able to calculate values of the shifted optimal risk 
TO 
function for the first iteration. 
Q [ i M s  t') at* - 9v * min{Q; -  { f f ^  - c)}. 
The positive action Untit for the first iteration. ^"^(1') « ^ - c, was calculated 
earlier in setting up the grid of M values. 
3.4.4 Iterativf procedure 
The iterative procedure begins with I = 2 and consists of two main steps; 
• calculate values of the functions Çf{M,V} and and 
• check for convergence of shifted optimal risk and action limit functions 
3.4.4.1 Calculating values of Q i { M , V }  and K ^ i V )  Recall the form of 
the shifted optimal risk function in |3J); 
Ç f { M ,  l ) = r - 9y - -c) - y 0, 
|<f2 , e) ^ jÇt^\{t,h x{V))f{x 0,r 4(r))rfz|. 
This quantity involves several constants and three integrals; one that is constant 
over M and V. one that depends oa V only and another that involves both M and 
V. 
The integrals that must be evaluated are of the form 
n 
where h{ ) represents either ) or A Y( ), p( ) represents either r^( ) or r 
Vg is a value on the grid of variances and f{tM,r{Vg)) is the normal density with 
mean St and variance evaluated at z. In general, is not one of the 
values on the grid of variances. Thus, the first task is to use interpolation to And 
the values for t equal to all the values of .Xf on the grid of means. 
These values are easily computed by linear interpolation between "rows" of values 
of 1') corresponding to values on the variance grid. 
We compute the value of an integral of the type shown above in three pieces: 
over the two outer portions where the shifted optimal risk function is constant 
and over the middle portion where the function varies. In the outer portions we 
approximate the integral by the value of the function at the edge of the grid of .\/ 
value* times the appropriate tail probability for the given normal distribution. In 
the middle portion we use Simpmn's rule which approximates the integral, I, by the 
sum 
k 
t  ^  I s  =  2  ^  4 1 / 2  2 ^ 3  "  4 ^ 4  "  
where is the sequence of values of the function to be integrated over a grid of 
values of its argument, successive values of which differ by h. 
The Ç f i M ,  V )  values for a particular iteration are computed in a doubly nested 
loop. The constant integral is computed first. Then for each value of 1', we Rrst 
compute h y{V), h^(V), ryiV), ? ^ (V') and the integral that depends on V. In an 
innCT loop we begin with M = 0 and work through the grid of increasing values of 
M, calculating the value of the integral depending on both I' and M, and computing 
T2 
As the values of Ç/f.U, T) are calculated for a particular V ,  we also veri^ that 
the computed values are rtondecreasing in and compute the positive action limits 
KiiV). After a value of (?/(A/, 1*) is computed we check that it is no smaller than 
the previous value computed. If the value is equal to the previous value, we have 
found the constant portion of the function. We then took in the interval between 
the last M before the function reaches the constant value and the first value of M 
on the grid for which t') is at the constant value. We divide this interval 
into subintervals and, beginning at the left side of the whole interval, compute 
the values of the shifted optimal risk function until we And a value equal to the 
constant value of the function. We then take the middle of the previous subinterval 
to be The precision of this approximation procedure depends on the width 
of these intervals. We will represent this width by A and report its value with the 
computed action limits. 
3 4.4.2 Checking for convergence The final step in the iterative proce 
dure if to check for convergence and then stop or prepare for the next iteration To 
cheek for convergence we compute: 
• ' 
•  T ) .  
W each of these quantities is less than a specified tolerance, we terminate the pro­
cedure and report the grid of values to be the approximate limiting action 
T3 
Umils. 
Figure 3.t is a three»dimensional plot of the limiting shifted optimal risk func­
tion Ç*(.V/. V) when s I, <r| a 10, = 3. and c = 10. This picture iltus< 
(rates the properties of the function Ç*{M, V*). For a given V, the function is sym­
metric to aero and nondecreasing in M , For M = 0 and for M > max|' 
the function is increasing in V .  
3.4.5 EffWct of tbf input p#r#me*er# 
The values of the shifted optimal risk functions and the action limit functions 
depend on the variance components and irp, the process target T, and the 
cost parameter e .  In the preceding development we have already assumed without 
W* of generality that T s  0, Since any problem can be reseated to have T ^ Q 
and « 1, action limits are computed just for this standard case The computer 
program requires input of and and e. Limiting lower and upper action limits 
and ^*(1) for different value* of and T may be computed via the formulas 
The integration method described above works well for most sets of input 
parameters Some extreme combinations of parameter values cause the normal 
density to concentrate its mass on an interval that is much narrower that the interval 
over which S/(A/, V) is noneonstant. In these cases, one must use a much finer grid 
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Adjustment Error Case 
Shifted optimal risk function 
stmc-to italic o-Yo o-o i.«ao 
4.30 
a.§7 
10.M 
Figure 3.1: Adjustment error case: limiting shifted optimal risk function 
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over the part of the St axis where the density places its mass, ft is possible to 
include an option in the program to do this when this condition ts detected. 
3.4.6 Tht computer program 
Appendix C contains a Fortran implementation of the approximation method 
described in this section. The following are constants that may be modified: 
• N'M, the even integer number of points on the grid of positive values of M, 
currently set at 100: 
• XV, the number of points on the grid of values of I , currently set at 5; 
• TOLUM, the convergence tolerance between action limit value* for successive 
iteration*, currently set at 0,001; and 
e TOLSR, the convergence tolerance for the maximum difference between values 
of the shifted optimal risk function for successive iterations, currently set at 
0,0005, 
Since limit» and constant* for case* with (r^ # I are multiple* of the fg ^ I re*ult$, 
w i in (he program code. Value* of the parameter* af, and e are 
nece*sary input to the program and are read from standard input. 
3 5 Results of the Numerical Work 
The ob^ctive of the numerical approximation work in the adjustment error 
case wa* to compute limiting action limits K*iV) for a grid of value* of I' in the 
T6 
interval ihia section we describe the results for certain combinations of 
the variance components <f%, <r^ and the cost parameter c. 
3.5.1 The input parameters 
Since results for any value of can be computed from the results for the 
9^ = I case results, the computer program is written with set to I. The Fortran 
program in Appendix C wa» run for the following combinations of c and for both 
«ff as I and fff a 10: 
• c s 0 and 13 value* of ap^ in the interval 0.010,10 . 
• c s I and 8 value» of in the interval 0.010,10 , 
• c s to and S value* of in the interval 0,010,10 , and 
• =s 0.00001 and U value# of e  in the interval 1,30 
3.5.2 The <r| ^ 0.00001 runt; a eompartso» to prevtotis result» ^ 
The result» of the nin» for = I and - O.OOWl are given in Table 34. 
This small value of <r^ is used to generate action limits for the special case of no 
adjustment error. These results can be compared with those computed by Crowder 
(I98ê|. With such a small value Cor we use a trivial variance grid of three 
nearly equal values. Runs made with «ff = I and tr^ - IÙ produced exactly the 
same results, in agreement with the fact that = 0 action limits do not depend 
2 on (t|. 
The table provides the value of e ,  A (the width of the interval within which an 
approximation to an action limit lies), the positive limiting action limit K* (note 
Table 3.1*. Adjustment etror case resuhs*. al = I and = 
0.00001 
c K" P 
I 0.0007 I.OOOO 0.9282 0.9282 
2 0.0009 1.4142 1.2291 0.9691 
3 0.0011 1.7321 1,4321 0.9266 
4 0,0013 2.0000 1.3667 0.7944 
& 0.0013 2.2361 1.7182 0.7693 
10 0.0021 3.1623 2.1647 0.6643 
15 0.0023 3.9730 2.4630 0,6364 
20 0.0029 1.4721 2.6932 0.6027 
23 0.0032 3.0000 29666 0.3773 
30 0.0036 34772 3.0316 0.3372 
30 0,0046 7.0711 3.3339 0.5026 
thaï m thi» case there t» e»»eni'taUy n& dependence on the variance V)  and the ratio 
where 
^ - c * V c-
Thi» ratio provide» a compariwn between the limiting optimal action Uroit K* and 
the "one-step-ahead" action limit For all value» of e, when <r^ i» essentially 
zero, this ratio is les» than I W Thi» indicate» that the Uniting optimal action 
limit» are narrower than the "^one mtep-ahead" limit». The limiting optimal action 
limits agree to three decimal place» with those computed in an entirely different 
way by Crowder. 
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3.5.3 The points of comparison for nontero cases 
The results from the c « 0. « = t, »nd c a tO runs miiy he found in Tables 
3.2, 3.3. and 3.4. The captions for these tables provide the values of the parameters 
(Ty and e that are constant for the particular table and the Arst two columns of 
the table contain the values of the parameters erf and The third column of the 
table provides the value of A Recall from Section 3.4.1.1 that this is the width of 
the interval within which the action limit approximations lie, This value provides 
an indication of the precision of the approximations to the limiting action limits. 
The remaining columns in the tables provide results with which we may com 
pare the effects of the parameters and e on the action linwt function K*| V). 
We will make comparisons based on three types of characteristics; 
• the absolute position of the action limit function, 
• the relative position of the action limit function, and 
• the pattern of the action limit as a function of the variance W 
Absolute position simply refers to the actual value of an action limit. The 
limiting action limit* at the endpoints of the variance grid, and 
are given in the tables. Relative position refers to a comparison between the limiting 
optimal action limit and the "one @tep-ahead" limit Ki = In this case 
where there is no drift, both types of limits are symmetric to zero so we can base 
our relative position comparisons on the ratio 
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The values of A*|. and #>(94) are given in the tables. A relative position 
ratio greater than i.OO indicates that the limiting action limit is larger than the 
one step'ahead action limit; a ratio less than t.OO indicates that it is smaller than 
the one step-ahead limit. 
We will compare the patterns in the action limit functions for di?«rent values of 
the input parameters by considering the slope of the line between the action limits 
and 
m . iOulLOjLv ! 
9.4 " 
Since the function it not necessarily linear, this slope can be considered 
only a rough measure of the pattern of the action limit values. These slopes are 
reported here to indicate the general patterns of ^negative slope," "positive «lope", 
or ^essentially no slope" and to indicate the magnitude of these values. 
3.5.4 The effect of the obf«rwiitlon error variance 0^ 
We can see the effect of the parameter by eompanng the top Halves of Tables 
3.2, 3.3, and 3 4, where =; I to the bottom halves of these tables where s 10. 
The absolute positions of the action limit function are affected by The values of 
and K*iqy} for the er^ 10 cases are wider than the comparable - 1 
results. The value of has the same effect on the relative position ratios 
and These ratios are lar^r for the larger value of <f| for all values of e and 
considered. While the size of (»| affects the absolute and relative positions of 
the limiting action limits, it does not appear to have an effect on the pattern of the 
function K*{y). 
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3.8.5 The effects of the adjust ment error variance 9^ and the cost pa­
rameter c 
The parameters and c have a strong effect on the absolute position of the 
action limit function K"(V'). An increase in either or < produces an increase 
in the K*{\') values. These two parameters interact in their effects on the relative 
position of the action limit values and on their pattern as a function of %" The effect 
of #1 on the relative position ratios y ) M 9 y ) and the slope m depends upon 
whether or not there is a cost of adjustment. 
We consider the case of c 3 0 first. In this case, as increases, the slope 
m changes from small negative values to zero to small positive values. A negative 
slope in the action limit function means that as the posterior variance % increases, 
an adjustment is indicated for smaller and smaller values of M . A positive slope 
means that as V increases, "no adjustment" is the optimal action for larger and 
larger value# of M . 
While these patterns are interesting to consider, the magnitudes of these slope# 
are quite small This suggests that for practical application# in the range of param­
eter value# considered here we can act a# though there is essentially no slope in the 
action linwt function and use the same action limit for all value# of W Thi# would 
presumably give a ^nearly opeimal" policy. 
The effect of 0^ when c = 0 on the relative position ratios piqy) and 
more pronounced than its effect on the shape of the action limit function. For small 
value# of the limiting optimal action limit function is outside the one step^ahead 
limit. In the = I case, it is 8% larger; in the = 10 case, it i# Aâ% larger 
As <7^ increases, the relative position ratios decrease below LOO. Thus, when there 
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19 no adjustment cost, small values of produce action limit functions that are 
ouhide the one step^ahead limit and large values of produce action limit 
functions that are in^iJt this limit. 
The ejects of are not as strong in the noniero c cases. For given values of 
9| and nonzero c, as 9^ increases, the slope m increases slightly and the relative 
position ratios y) M9.4) increase slightly, then decrease The ratios 
and are mainly affected by the value of c. In all of the cases considered here. 
and are quite close to the values of p for a given c in the 0^ % O.OCOOl 
results given in Table 31. In the e a l case, the ratio# vary slightly around p m 0.93; 
when e « 10, the ratio# vary slightly around p # 0,70, 
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4 ANALYSIS OF THE GENERAL CASE 
4.1 Introduction 
Many reat »y»t«ms exhibit both the nonmo drift property discufied in Chapter 
2 and the imperfect adjustment property discussed in Chapter 3 The mode) that 
should be used in such cases is the general state space model given in (l.l) and 
(1,2). Since this model allows both » 0 and # 0, development of the optimal 
control strategy involves the difficult aspects of both previous generalisations of the 
Bo* Jenkins* Bat her Crowder model 
Recall the general system equation ( l.l) 
^ ^ d ^ 
the general prior distribution for the initial process mean 
^0 f® ^ .V ^0,90 , 
and the distributions that follow from the general model 
^  ^  S  a t - ^ d , p t  , 
and ^ _ j -r 0| <f, r| , 
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where 
= - (I = ^ «if -
91 = , 
Pi 
and 
11-1 - Hot)<rî -
RecaU that t» the Katman fitter estimator for the process mean in the general 
case. 
The variance sequences « V'arfJ/ and m Var|#( behave in the 
manner described in Section 3 2 
4.3 Tb« Optimal A^lustment Strategy 
Our objective in this section is to develop an optimal control policy that nun* 
imizes criterion (LIO) under the model given in U-l) and (1.2), As in the previous 
cases, we use dynamic programming to minimize the expected cost function over 
choices of adjustment strategy We will deRne the optimal risk function and op^ 
timal first adjustment (or a one period problem, and find an expression for the 
optimal risk function for an /-period problem in terms of the optimal risk function 
for an (/ - I)-period problem. We then use this function to And the optimal first 
adjustment in an /-period problem. 
We define the optimal risk function 1') as the minimum of the expected 
cost function (1.10) when Bq ~ .1/ and % = V. Recall that the tilde above the 
function symbol indicates that we are working with a nonzero drift case. 
4.2.1 Optimal risk function for the one-period problem 
Once again, we use the distribution of to define the initial optimal risk 
function. This is the distribution that is given in equation ( t.T); 
^ ^  y — a| d,p( . 
Thus, the initial optimal risk function is defined as follows. 
n # own E " eé{u'} y 
"  /( '  . W  -  w  - d,\' -  è { w ) f f ^  -  a l  ) ( i 4 1  
"  Rwn| l  — — ê { w ) f f j j  — |,\/ — u? — 
s roin< I" - (.U - nunft' - - |.W - ty -- - <"1 - f)/ 
I itf»0 ' J 
3 min|r ^ - |,V/ - V" - - c| 
- r - - min |( M - - c} 
Let 
Then 
and 
and f^ - c . 
t i iX t ,  V}^V ^4^  min  {ê iC-U,  V) ;  
V )  =  <  0  i (Qi i \ t ,V)<^ i iV)  
- .U-d  i f Q i i M , V ) > : F i i V ) .  
The function ^/(A/, T) is clearly nonnegative, symmetric about M - -d and 
nondecreasing in .U—d;. The set of values of .U for which QiiM, l ) < ) is the 
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interval <T« — C, "d — % 9' ^ •+• cj. Therefore we can restate the expression 
for the optimal adjustment as 
Q if M  € ( ~ d  "• \i ffn * " à  * \  <rl * c^ 
-M - d if A/ X ^-tf - y f e, - cf * ^  f^ 
4.3.2 Optimal riik f^inetlon for the f-pcriod problem 
In order to develop the optimal risk function for the f.period problem, we use 
the hu'i-) and fw(') notation defined in Section 3.3.2. 
Assume that the optimal risk function has been obtained. We 
will now find an expression for the optimal risk 1") in terms of ||.\/, T) 
using the distributions of and 9^ given in |1.7) and (1.8). 
=5  n^n^r  -  é{u?)<r^ ^ ^ {M " w ^ r f ) '  -
-J .W - uf - d,p«;( I'})<#*! 
= r - - d}^ 
- J  w  ^  d , r y ( V } } d t [  
mm 
w#0 
in e  { S I  w  
-  hM - w - j 
= V ^ a1 ^  min |(.U - d)^ 
~ J M ^ d,ryiV))dv, 
as 
where s J i V )  mintmim (he function of s  
5 . r  4 ( r ) ) r f i .  
•net /{x ià,9^) represents the density of m normal random variable with mean ^ and 
variance er^. 
By the deRnition of if a nonzero w minimize# the expected cost, it 
satisRe* 
sj^ |(r) m M - It' - (f. 
Thus, if an adjustment is to be made, it should be 
It? s .1/ - d - )• 
Let 
O f l  W, K) 3 {M ^ d}^ J M ^ d,ry{V})di and 
Then we have 
and 
[ -w - d. ) it ê,(.v/,r) > 
For a given value of V, this policy has the same form as the optimal adjustment 
policy (or the drift case. Note that once again there are three components to a 
nonzero optimal adjustment: 
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• compensation for the current perceived misadjustment. (A/), 
• compensation for the drift that ut//occur in the next period, (d), and 
• smaU over compensation to anticipate the drift that wtU occur afitr the next 
period, 
We will refer to as the "over compensation function." 
Valuci of a shifted version of the function have been numericalty 
computed over a grid of values of M and t for a wide range of input parameter 
value*, In every case, for a given V, the computed function is monotone both to 
the left and to the right of the M minimizing V) and at the mintmtiing 
W, is strictly lets than Thus, this numerical evidence indicate* 
that for a given I', the region over which the optimal policy call# for no initial 
adjustment is an interval that may be represented by C£|(V),('/!*')). We then have 
(he following expression for the optimal firtt adjustment, equivalent to 
the definition ipven above: 
w ^ ^ M ,  V )  =  '  0 
-  V  -  j i f  w  i g  
The optimal adjustment at time f-lin an n period problem is thus given by 
4-1 = ^n-ti^trQth 
Theorem 4 states the form of the optimal adjustment policy for the general state-
space model, assuming that our numerical evidence is correct. 
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Theorem 4 (Optimal policy: General Model) Vndtr Ihs state space model 
given in (LI) and (l  i) ,  the ex^peeted cost function 
Cfn) = £{ 2-(^ -cf(af)) 
is minimised 
opt 0 if t^ i^ n-tilth f^ 'n-ti^ t)) 
where 0i is the Kahnan fitter estimator of the process mean ^nen in (1.3), 
£ | ( l  )  s  — y  — €, 
t ' lO ) ® -d ^ e, 
and for t  > I,  LfiV) < % ) are the roots of the equation 
where 
Q l i M , V }  = {M ^ d}*J M ^d,r \'i  V)}di, 
- / zi_^( V), p^i y))dz, 
^  )  =  r ( E f ^  -  t m i i | ( . U  -  -  c | ,  
and niiMM = V-^4^rain{Q/(A/,r}; j/(r)}, 
amj minimizes the function of z: 
.%r4(r))dx. 
St 
4.2.3 Convergene« of the Amctions L ( { \ ' ) *  and : J { V )  
Implementation of the policy given in Theorem 4 requires computation of 
Kalman fitter estimate# {#*}, over compensation values and action lim­
its {£/(r)) and The Kalman filter estimates are computed period by 
period using equation (t.3). As in Chapters 3 and 3, the action limits and over* 
compensation values that appear in Theorem 4 depend on t, the number of time 
periods since use of the adjustment policy began and on n, the length of the control 
problem. VVe again have strong numerical evidence that the sequences )}, 
and converge to limiting values s'fl'), and l"iV). We 
are able to compute these limiting functions using an iterative procedure and use 
them in the adjustment strategy for a problem of reasonable length For all sets of 
parameters tested, the computed functions do converge to within reasonable toler­
ances. 
4.3 Approximiitlon of the Limiting Action Limit* and the 
Over-Compensât ion Values 
In this section we describe a eomputatbaal method which yields approximate 
limiting action limits l*iV) and V*iV) and limiting over compensât ion value* 
5*11') for particular choices of the variance components erj, and the ad' 
j u s t  m e n t  c o s t  e ,  a n d  t h e  p e r  p e r i o d  d r i f t  d .  
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4.3.1 A shifted optimal risk function 
As tn Chspters 2 and 3. we define a shifted version of the optima) risk function 
to use in computations. For a given value of V*, T) is the minimum of 
a constant function and an essentially quadratic function. To shift the functional 
values in a given iteration, we subtract y), the value of the constant portion 
of the function when V is at its minimum value. Thus, we have the shifted optimal 
risk functions V) and I'): 
m I ' -  B M n | ( . U  -  -  c |  
9 2 
« r - f Y - roin |0;(,\/» , and (4.1) 
' ^/i3c,9 v) 
- <1V 
= I -  IS '  
= V -  (f y -  - c -
J M  -  d , r y { V ) ) d t ;  
= ^ - 9iV - ('/_i(9.v))^ 
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-  [ / 1 k '  A  j ( 4 V ) ) / ( f  ^ ( 9  Y ) . r  ^ ( 9 . V )  
- min |(iU - d)^ 
*  y v ( % " ) ) / ( f  M  - r f . r  v ( r ) ) « / j f  -  ^ / _ i ( 3 C , f l y ) :  
a %' - 9^v - - e -
-/ - ^ /-|(»'1V) /I"® :f_^(9.vX''.4(9.v)W' 
- min ||.%/ -
^ J A,V(*')) -  ^ /-,l(*.9,V) /k W -  d,ry[i\ '))djl[ 
<r2 -
=  *  -  g  V  -  -  e -  ( I ( 9  Y  
- min |(.\/ - d)^ ^ j$i^iit,hy(V)}f(x M - d,f y( 
- c - c?j_|(r))^ 
where minimises the function of j; 
3^ - y i,i'^(r))<i*. 
In Theorem 4 it was stated that Cor a ipven V, the action limits £/(V) and 
I'liV) were the values of A/ for which QiiMyV} = fi(V). These are the values 
of .U outside of which the optimal risk function & } is constant. Since the 
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function we compute. V*). is just a ihifité version of V"). the action 
limits t'/fV) are the values of M outside of which the shifted optimal 
risk function V) is constant. 
4.3.3 Ovtrvlew of the computing method 
The computing method for the general case of the state space model combines 
the features of the computing methods described earlier for the two special cases 
of this model. It essentially performs the computations described for the drift ease 
method for each value on the variance grid. Interpolation of the kind done in the 
adjustment case method is also required. This computational method, like those 
described in Chapters 2 and 3. use# an initialization step and an iterative procedure. 
4.3.3 Initialliatlon »t#p 
A grid of variance* is set up over the interval described in section 
3 4 3 L A grid of means is set up over the interval -d - ^  3(a^ - e ) ,  -d -  ^  -  c) 
Once the grid of values of M and ( is set up, we calculate exact values of the Grst 
iteration shifted optimal risk function and action limits; 
T) ^ V - 9 Y - min {O;| V - d}^ -
= 
and Ui{V) — 
-d -  y ^ c. 
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4.3.4 Iterative procedure 
The iterative portion of the computational method begins at / » 2 and has the 
following steps; 
• compute the over compensation values 
• compute values of the functions V ) ,  and ('^(1"), and 
• check for convergence of the values of the shifted optimal risk function and 
the values of the action limits 
4.3.4.1 Computing the over*compeiis«tioii constanta The over* com* 
pensai ion constant l) for a given variance I' is deBned as the value of ; that 
minimize* the function 
We compute this constant for each value on the grid of variance*. In general, 
the variance will not be on the grid of variance*. Thus, we must first use 
interpolation to compute the value* ^CV')) for j equal to each value on 
the grid of mean* Given the ^d of value* of overcompensation 
constant* are computed in the manner described in section 3.3.4.1. 
4.3.4.2 Computing values of the shifted optimal risk function, ver­
ifying its shape, and computing action limits Recall the Eorm of the shifted 
optimal risk function ^ven in (4.2): 
V )  =  V  -  q Y - - c -
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- y -1 (x. 'k.4())/('i «iL I («zV )• ''.419.V ))<** 
-min|(A/ - if ^ jQi^\{i,h^{V))f{s M - rf,p v(* ÏH*! 
where jf V) minimize# the function of s 
At in the adjustment error cate, this function involve» several constants and three 
integral»: one that i* constant over St and t', one that depends on t', and one that 
depend» on both St and % 
The value» of the variance parameter for the shifted optimal risk function which 
must be integrated do not generally fall on the grid, so we must interpolate a* we 
did in the computing method described in Chapter 3 Once we have obtained the 
interpolated value* over the pid of value* of St, we use a numerical integration 
method based on Simpson's rule to compute the piece of the integral for this range 
of .%/ The two piece* of the integral over the area* outside the grid of St value* 
are computed a# the appropriate tail probabilitie* multiplied by the value of the 
constant portion of the interpolated function 
The value* of QfiSt, * ) are computed in a nested loop. For each value of % , 
the computation* proceed from left to right over the grid of value* of St in the 
following manner: 
• compute the values of the constant portion of the function on the left side while 
looking for the first computed value that dro;% below the constant value, 
• approximate the action limit i/(V) by calculating function value* over a finer 
9T 
grid (m described for the drift and adjustment error cases), 
• check that the computed functional values decrease to their minimum and 
then increase back to the constant value computed in the first step, 
• approximate the action limit t'/i V) by calculating function value» over a finer 
grid (as described for the the previous special cases), and 
• check that the values of the function outside the action limit on the right side 
are constant 
4 3 4 3 Checking for convergence The final step in the iterative proce» 
dure is to check for convergence of the action limits and functional value# To check 
for convergence, we compute the following diRerence#; 
•  1 ) .  
If each of these differences is smaller than a specified tolerance, we report the last 
computed action limits as the approximate limiting action limits and terminate the 
procedure. 
Figure 4.1 is a three-dimensional plot of the limiting shifted optimal risk func­
tion Ç*iM, V) when = I, <r| = 10, <r^ = 1.5, c = 0, and d = 1,5. 
m 
General Model 
Shifted optimal risk function 
Figure 4.1: General nuxiel: limiting shifted optimal risk function 
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4.3.5 The effect of input parameters 
The vaJues of the shifted optima! risk function, the action limit#, and the over 
compensation values depend on the variance components 9^, 9^, the cost and 
drift parameters c and d, and the target T As in the previous cases we wilt compute 
these values only for the standard" case of T » 0 and # 1. Action limits and 
over-compensation values for nonzero T and <f% other than I may be computed 
from the formulas 
£*(V ; » T - o'fcf x £* / 0,1, -4, -3, ^ 
\tf^ orj / 
t  1 1  \ T , o % , c , d )  s  T  ^  <  C  *  (  - % ; 0 , 1 ,  - 4 ,  - 2 .  ^  
\<fg trp ffp «yg «'f/ 
and ^ 
s 9tf •* s* /~a;0,i, -w, —^ . H-S) 
\9p <fp f fp fff ,  f 
A» in the adjustment error case, this computational method doe» not produce 
satisfactory results when the combination of the input parameters cause* the nor^ 
mal densities in the integrals to concentrate their ma## on an interval that is much 
narrower than the interval over which the shifted optimal risk function is noncon 
stant. It is possible to overcome thi# problem in the manner described in Chapter 
3 when it occurs. 
4.3.0 The computer program 
Appendix D contain# a Fortran implementation of the approximation method 
described in this section. The following are constant# that may be modified: 
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• NM, the odd integer number of point» on the grid of value# of M ,  currently 
set »t 101; 
• NV, the number of points on the grid of values of V, currently set &t 5: 
• TOLLI^f, the convergence tolerance between action limit values for successive 
iterations, currently set at O.OOOl; and 
• TOLSR, the convergence tolerance for the maximum difference between values 
of the shifted optimal risk function for successive iterations, currently set at 
0,0001 
Since limits and constants for cases with # I are multiple* of the 9^ » I results, 
0^ is set to { in the program code. Values of the parameters e, and d are 
necessary input to the program and are read from standard input. 
4.4 Rffuiti of the Numericiil Appr^imation Work 
The objective of the numerical approximation work in the general case was to 
compute limiting lower and upper action limit» and over compensation constants 
for a grid of variance values over the interval 9 y for various combination of 
the input parameters In this section we report the results of these program runs 
and describe the apparent effects of the input parameter values. 
4.4.1 The input parameters 
Since it is possible to compute results for cases where ^ I from the = I 
results using formulas (4.4), (4.3) and (4.5), is set to I in (he computer program. 
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tn the adjustmem error case numerical results, the parameter fff has a uniform 
effect over all combinations of c and 9^. Increasing «rf increases the width of 
the interval between the action limits. No interactions between fff and the other 
input parameters are apparent, tn the present case we consider only one value 
of the observation variance, » 10, so that we may cover more of the possible 
combinations of e, d, and 
The general numerical approximation program given in Appendix 0 was run 
for 21 combination* of the input parameters. In each case 9^ was set at \ and 
was set at 10. The 21 combinations arise from seven combinations of e and 
• c = 0, ^ - 0.023; 
• ( = 0, s 1,3; 
• c ~ 0, - 3.0; 
• e ^ I, =; 0,00001; 
• c = I, = 2.0; 
• e = ÏÙ, tTq = 0,00001; 
• c = 10, = 2 0; 
cro##ed with three value» of the drift parameter d: 
• d = 0 0; 
• j = 1.3 (a "small" value of d), and 
• d~B.Q (a "large" value of d). 
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Table 4.i; Correspondences to previously consid* 
ered special cases 
^ J ^ 35J 10 
0.0 t.5 8.0 
0 0.025 adjustment error general general 
0 t.5 adjustment error general general 
0 5.0 adjustment error general general 
1 0,00001 Crowder« drift drift 
I 2 0 adjustment error general general 
10 0.00001 Crowder drift drift 
to 2,0 adjustment error general general 
Results are reported only for positive values of d because, in a manner similar to 
the the drift case results for and -«f arc related by the formulas: 
riV;-d) =  r i n w ) ,  
and z (( I "d) = "i {{'[-^d,}. 
Table 4.1 shows the correspondence of the 21 combinations rum to the special 
cases considered previously. The combinations with = 0 are the adjustment 
error case, the combinations with = 0,00001 arc essentially the drift case and 
combinations with both d - Ù and er^ = O.OOOOl arc essentially the sf^cial case 
considered by Crowder (1986). 
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4.4.2 The points of comparison 
We will compare the results for the 21 runs of the general program by consid­
ering four characteristics: absolute position of the computed action limits, relative 
position of the computed action limits, the pattern in the computed limits as the 
variance V increases, and the computed over compensation function 
Absolute position refers to the actual values of the action limits and the distance 
between them. These results are given in Tables 4.2 and 1.3. The variable Jk. 
the width of the interval within which action limit approximations lie. varies from 
0.000015 for the c = 0, » 0.025 cases to 0.000332 for the c s 10, ss 2 ease». 
In constrast to actual position, relative position refers to a comparison of the 
limiting optimal action limits to the one step-ahead limits given by 
= "é — ^ f^ ^ c, 
and t'l s -rf - ^  - c. 
As in the drift case, we quantify relative position in the general case with the ratio 
of the width of the no^adjustment region for the limiting optimal policy to the wtdlh 
of the no-adjust ment region for the one step^ahead policy. Let 
^r, = Oi2zfiD, 
tl - £| 
This ratio is given for I' =? g y and V = in Table 4.4. 
To compare the patterns in the action limits as the variance changes, we 
compute two slopes: 
u - IS 
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Table 4.2; General results: Umtttng tower and upper action Umtts 
10 
T 
1.5 8.0 
I'asfy * "94 
0 0.025 Pit') 
6X1) 
0,231 
0.231 
0.230 
0.230 
4.271 
4.732 
4.271 
4.732 
7,769 
8 231 
7.770 
8 230 
0 1.5 t" iV) 
LV) 
1.527 
4.527 
1.527 
4.527 
0.099 
3.462 
0.128 
3319 
6356 
9 644 
6.421 
9.579 
0 5.0 V'iV) 
m") 
2 388 
2.388 
2.464 
2.464 
0.644 
-4.85» 
0,630 
•4.578 
5250 
40.752 
5.391 
40.631 
I O.OOOOl r-(V') 
r(») 
0.928 
0.928 
0.928 
0.928 
0.578 
2624 
0578 
2624 
7,000 
9.000 
7.000 
9.000 
I 2.0 rxD 
^'(1) 
1.850 
1.850 
1.891 
4.891 
0.208 
4.031 
o.m 
3.869 
5,884 
40.U6 
5.955 
40.046 
10 O.OOOOl L"iV} 
!'(» ) 
2.166 
2.166 
2.166 
2.166 
0.713 
4.990 
0.713 
4.990 
4,838 
41.180 
4.838 
41,180 
10 2.0 
I ' iV)  
2.573 
2.573 
2.754 
2.754 
l.OU 
5.566 
1.069 
5.468 
4 332 
41.835 
4.375 
41.879 
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Table 4.3: Central resulls; widths of ^no-adJustment'^ refions 
a î. a 10 
e d 
t 0.0 1.5 8.0 
% l r açy 1=94 
0 0.025 0,481 0 4*0 0.462 0.461 0.461 0.461 
0 1.5 3 054 3.053 3.363 3.191 3.288 3.159 
0 5.0 4,777 1.028 5.501 5.209 5.501 5.240 
l O.OOOOl 1,857 1.856 2046 2.046 2.000 2.000 
t 2.0 3 700 3.782 4.239 4,063 4.232 4.091 
10 O.OOOOl 4,332 4.331 5.703 5.702 6.342 6.342 
10 2.0 5.147 5.508 6.577 6.537 7.503 7.504 
Table 4.4: General resuit»; relative tridih ratio» ^ V) 
- l, - 10 
c 
0.0 1.5 8.0 
y^lff V^qs 
0 0.025 1.458 1.456 1.460 1.457 1.459 1.457 
0 1.5 1.247 1.246 1.373 1.303 1.342 1.290 
0 5.0 1.068 1.102 1.230 1.165 1.230 1.172 
l O.OOOOl 0.928 0.928 1.023 1.023 1.000 l.OOO 
l  2.0 1.068 1.092 1.224 1.173 1.222 1.181 
10 O.OOOOl 0.685 0.685 0.902 0.902 1.003 1.003 
10 2.0 0.743 0.795 0.949 0.744 1.083 1.083 
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.nd mi = 
9.4 -
Poitfive values of ntfj' mean that the upper action limits are wider for larger 
positive values of mean that the lower action limits are narrower for larger W 
Values of these slopes are given in Table 4.5. 
In the drift ease a single over compensation constant was computed for each 
run of the computer program. In the general case we compute for each V on 
the grid of variances. Table 4.6 contains for each program run. 
In the sections that follow we consider the e&ct of the input parameters c, W. 
and ef^ on each of the four characteristics described above. Unfortunately, it is not 
possible to simply describe the effect of each parameter separately because most of 
the apparent effects in the general ease are interactions between two or more of the 
parameters 
4.4.3 effccU on abaolute pofltion of action limita 
The effects of e, d and that we saw in the special case results are apparent 
here. The no» adjust ment region is wider for larger values of e and and the 
computed action limits are shifted approximately -d units from the <# - 0 limits. 
The action limits are narrowest for the j = 0 case and widest for the d = 1,5 or 
d = 8.0 case, depending on the values of and c. 
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Table 4.3: General resulti: sbpes of the action 
limit functions 
e 
-zL 9 I, a *0 
0.0 1.5 8.0 
0 0.025 ma •0.0118 
0.0118 
•O.OUS 
0.0123 
•O.OllS 
O.OllS 
0 1.5 nii,' 
"»t 
•0.0003 
0.0003 
0.0243 
0.U91 p 
p II
 
0 5.0 mt' 
mi 
0.0290 
0 0290 o
 o
 
II
 
0.0541 
0.0464 
Ï 0,00001 mi' 
mi 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0,OOCK) 
0.0000 
0.0000 
O.OOOO 
Ï 2.0 mi; 
mi 
0.0279 
0.0379 
0.0095 
0.1096 
0.M79 
0.0479 
10 o.ooooi mv ooooo 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
10 2.0 mf 
mi 
0.1222 0.0392 
0.1222 0.0664 
0.0290 
0.0297 
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Table 4.6; General results: over'Compensation values 
f f l  sa I, flf' « 10 
C <^ 1 d  
0.0 ; 1.5 8.0 
I V s q s  V y ^ q s  **«94 
0 0.025 0.000 0.000 : •0.002 0.002 0.000 O.OOO 
0 1.5 0.000 0.000 0.298 •0.217 O.OOO o.ooo 
0 5.0 o.ooo 0.000 •0.548 •0.378 •0.008 •0.025 
1 0.00001 0.000 0.000 0.122 0.122 0.000 0.000 
I 2.0 0.000 0.000 •0.486 •0.355 0.000 0.000 
10 0.00001 0.000 0.000 •1.235 1.235 0.000 0.000 
10 2.0 0.000 0.000 4.261 • 1.077 0.004 •0.018 
4.4.4 Parameter effécU on the relative widths of the computed no* 
adjustment regions 
The effects of the parameter* on the relative width# are the same as the effects 
we saw on relative position in the drift and adjustment error special cases When 
e = 0, the ratios are larger than zero and decrease with increasing 9^. This means 
that when there is no adjustment cost the optimal policy is less likely to call for an 
adjustment than the one step-ahead policy. As (7^ increases, the limiting optimal 
policy look* more and more like the one step^ahead policy. When there is positive 
adjustment cost, the ratio* are closer to 1.00 and increase with (r|. 
4.4.5 Parameter effect» on the slopes of the action limit functions 
The slopes of the action limit functions for the general case runs do not simply 
show the same effects that were apparent in the special case results. While all of 
the results in Table 4.5 that correspond to a special case match the special case 
results, the general case results are not predictable. In the adjustment error special 
t09 
cases, when 9^ is 2.0 or 3.0, we see that is positive and is negative. This 
pattern does not carry over to the nonaero drift cases. In the e = 10, » 2.0 case 
when d St 1.5, both slopes are positive and when é a 8.0, both slopes are negative. 
When c s 0 and j = 1.3, mi' is negative, is positive and is quite a bit 
larger than m^r . In these cases, the variance t' has a greater effect on the lower 
action limit function than on the upper action limit function. 
4.4.0 Pamimter eS'ects on the over*comp«na«tion Ainctioni 
The ejects of c, d and on the over compensation values are similar to those 
we saw in the special case results. The values of 5*| T) are nonzero only for "^small" 
nonzero values of d. In the drift case what is considered to be small i# affected 
only by e. In the general case there is also an effect of <f^. When d is small. 
decreases for increasing V .  This means that as the posterior variance 1' 
gets larger, we will over compensate less. The size of the over compensât ion value 
s*{V) increases with both e and <f|. 
no 
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6 APPENDIX A PROOFS OF LEMMAS 
6.1 Proof of Lemma 3 
Lemma i* minimistd /»r M a ^ and ftat minimum valut 
PROOF: Recall thai 
M ) 3 min |0; ( M - - c - | ^ )• 
-  j f i r  , U  -  d r i r ^ }  "  f i t  r f j r  J  ,  
where | minimize# the function 
- jÇi^\{x)f(r z,oî)dx. 
By thi# definition of the part of the function that depend# on M, 
{M ^ d)^ - y A/ - d,0%)dx, 
is obvioufljr minimised when M d = that i$, when M = - d. -
6.3 Proof of Lemma 3 
Lemma zj < v c 
Proof: Consider ? 5 z > vc- Then > e and thus > 
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0. Bui 0^ - J 0.cr^)dx < 0, so s s 0 produces a smaller value for the 
function than : a ; > ^ ë. Thus such a : eannoi be sj. 0 
6.3 Proof of Lemma 4 
Lemm# // M 4 ( -</ - % 3c. ~d - \ 3c), then — 0. 
PROOF; N'oie ihai 
M) 3 min |0: ( M - iJ}' - c - ( )-
^  f i r  
and 
-r 2 
> -c - (y C)* - C - 0 
= -3c, 
Thus, if iM ^ d)'  > 3c, then Çi{M) = 0, Since 
{ XJ d}^ < 3ec=? - d -  v 3« < A/ < ~d ^ v 3c, 
if Xt ^ ( -d — V 3c, —d — V 3c), then CiiXI) = 0 — 
6.4 Proof of Lemma 5 
Lemma 
/ .  hyiiq) = q if and only if  q = qyf 
U4 
t  h j^iq) s  q if and only if  q = q^ 
S .  h y { q )  a n d  h  j ^ i q )  a r t  m ù n ù t & n i e a l l y  i n e r t a â i n g  i n  q .  
4. > 0 impties hy{q) < h,^{q). 
PROOF: 
^.V(9.V> " 9 / \ I • M " I) I 3 4 " 9 
4 a <j 2 
«5*, r W 
0 = 
——-y-:s 
9 - { s % -- 4*5*?) 2 
Since 
l-É*! - yff^ - 2 < 0, 
(hi# root i* outsiite the domain of the function, »o we conclude 
= 9 1 -  ^ y <Tj 2 < 0 
- (<??) 
= n'-
2 This resuit is proved exactly as in part I., except that ffS - tr^ is substituted 
for tr^. 
3 For k{zj = with a and 6 positive, A'(ï) = —» for » > 0, 
e^a^a 
m 
4. If > 0. 
H y{q) =  /  — <  A  4 ( 9 )  =  ( a j .  
6.5 Proof of Lemm# 6 
Lemm# lit f { s )  # h { t ) )  w H t n  g(*) and hije) art hth nffndeerttU' 
ing m Jt. TH«n Jfit) m nondtereaitng in x. 
PROOF TAKE < FG THEN < GIFG) AND A|F|) < AJAG). AFIUME IHAI 
< HIR\}. THEN WE HAVE THAT 5* 
/(*|) ^ 
= 9i*\} 
< min{gk2);A(f2^)} 
= /(*2)' 
The case where giri) > can be proved iimilarly. Thus, /(f) if nondecreaming 
in f. -
0.6 Proof of Lemma 7 
Lemm# Suppose that X ~ .V n,<r^ and h{x) is nonnegative, symmetrie 
about 1 = 0 and nandeereasmg in x . Then E^i{h{X)\ i* nondeereating in ^ for 
anif fixed a^. 
U6 
PROOF: Since h{t) > 0. we have that Eft{h{t)} = ft(A') > t  dt.  For t  i  
i0,3c). let k { t )  « »\ip{k h{k) < f} Then 
Note that «ince .V ^ .V -&(*) < Y < k { t }  is nonincreaiing in m kf 
any fixed Thui, M X )  > t  i» nondecreaiing in ^ , 
Take 0 < Then 
£(.({M.V)) « P^i MX) >i<li 
- X* >'<« 
and, thuf, V)) it nondeereastng m n . Z 
6 7 Proof of i«mma 9 
Lemma Suppose that X V 0,<7^ 4n<^ A|i) w nonnegative, t^mmetrie 
about t ~Q, and nondeereaiing in x . Then '* nondeereating in er. 
PROOF; Since hit )  > 0, we have that 
P^iMX) > '  d>. 
For any t  € 0,ac , let k i t )  = swp{& h { k )  <  (}. Then since -Y ^ .V Ù ,ff^ , 
P 2^ hiX) >t = < -&(*): , V d &(*) 
= 2 P ^ [ x > m ,  
UT 
and > k] ts increasing in for any fixed k. 
Take 0 < »^ < (r|. Then 
£,2 (MA-)) = J^PoMX)>Hl 
• /* 3P,2;.Ï ï *(() <ft 
- /o" ""fff 
and, ihu», i» nondecreaf'm§ in ' 
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7 APPENDIX B. DRIFT CASE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
C -
C 
C 
C  Objectiv#: Tbii pro$x«n eompat## action limit» Mid otror* 
C cofflponcatioR constant» for th« drift ca»« 
C of th# gonoral »tat# »pac# model. 
C 
C 
C Dat#: 0«c«Rb»r 1984 
C 
C -
c 
C Strvctoro of program; 
C 
C Main program - call» all of tk# »obro»tin#» 
C Wll • perform# initialization »t#p 
C CAiC - compnt#» val*#» of tk# »hift#d optimal ri»lc 
C fonction 
C MBDLQ - compat#» tk# action limit» L and 9 o»ing 
C »*bro»tin#» LOOKL and LGOKH 
C FIBDZ - compot#» tk# ovwr-comp#n»*tion con»tant s 
C OOTLIM - print» tk# r#»alts for tk# cur#nt it#ration 
C SHIFT - ck#ck» for conv#rg#nc# and pr#par#» for tk# 
C n#xt it#ration 
C OOTSAS - print» tk# limiting r#»*lt» 
C 
C rOHCT - compat#» tk# fonction of z n##d#d in 
C »*bro*tin# FXBDZ 
C IS7CRL - can^nt#» int#gral» 
C DEIST? - compat#» vala#» of tk# normal d#n»ity 
l t d  
c 
G V*ri#bl## aiad in main program: 
C 
C RM 
C Bim 
C NRONS 
C C 
C 0 
C CÎLAG 
C MOROTO 
C 
C MORIOCRM) 
C SRUSTCRK) 
C 
C SRN:W(WM) 
C 
C KXE1P(2} 
C 
C 2STA& 
C LilH 
C DLIM 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c Iap*t variabl##: 
C 
ISTECER SK. Sim. BRQSS 
FAJUHm& (Pt-iOt) 
mL«e c. D 
c 
c Cospoting variables: 
C 
IBTEGEJi CFUC. HOBOTO 
REAL*8 MCRIO(im), SRUST(!m) , SIUfEW(im) . KKKB»(2) , ZST4R 
C 
C Outpat variable*: 
C 
- aomber of pointa in the grid of M value# 
- maximum number of iteration# allowed 
- number of #et# of input parameter# 
- eo#t parameter 
- drift parameter 
- flag, #et to Î to denote convergence 
- flag. #et to 0 if #hifted optimal ri#Sc 
function i# nonmonotone 
- grid of value# of M 
- value# of the #hifted optimal ri#k 
function at the la#t iteration 
- value# of the #hifted optimal ri#k 
function at the current iteration 
- variable# that #tore action limit# 
from previou# iteration 
- the over-compen#ation conatant 
- lower action limit 
- upper action limit 
REALMS IXIM. 0LIM 
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C 
C Read atutbar of rtans to b« mad#: 
C 
REAOC»,*) BROBS. BITtR 
C 
C For «acb met of input parameter#: 
C 
00 90 %*1,BR0B3 
R£AC(*.*) C.D 
L-1 
CfUG-0 
MOBOTO"! 
C 
C Initialize: 
C eet qp grid of M value#, 
C compute value» of the initial ihifted ri#k function, 
C compute initial lower and upper action limite, 
C cMtpute initial over-compeneation constant. 
C 
CAU ÎBIT (C.D. 
* KGRIO.SRUST.KXIIF.ZSÎAR) 
C 
C Bo«. the iterative loop: 
C 
60 
C 
C Calculate value» of the shifted risk function for the 
C current iteration; 
C 
CAIX CALC (C.O.KSRIC.SRUSÎ.ZSÎAR. 
* SRBEU) 
C 
C Calculate action limits and verify the shape of the shifted 
C risk function for the current iteration: 
C 
CALL FIBDLO (C.O.MCRID.SRBIW.SRLAST.ZSTAll. 
* LLIH.ULIM.MOBOTO) 
IP (MOBOTO.Ea.O) GOTO 90 
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C Comptit* th# valu# of th# ov#r-comp#m##tion constant for th# 
C cnrront it#ration, to b# as#<t in th# n#xt iteration: 
C 
CAU. FIttDZ (C.D.MORID.SRNEW, 
• 2STAR) 
C 
C Print oat th# action limits and ov#r-comp#nsation constant: 
C 
CAtt OmiM (L,LiIM»OLIM.ZSTAR) 
C 
C Kov# th# c*rr#nt vala#s of th# shift#4 risk fonction into 
C storag# in SRLAST, mov# th# cnrr#nt action limits into 
C storag# in KKEIP, and ch#ck for conv#rg#nc#: 
C 
CAU SHIFT (SRWZW,L%.%M,m.%M, 
• SRUST^XXm.CFIAO) 
IF (CFIAQ .EQ. 0 AND. l .LT. SXTER) GOTO 00 
C 
C Uh#n g'fnnctions and action limits bav# conv#rg#d, 
C print ootpttt in a form Qs#fal for forthor analysis: 
C 
CUL ODTSAS (C.O.L.LLIM.OT.IK.ZSTAR) 
C 
90 COBTIîTOE 
C 
STOP 
EQD 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
SOTROOTIBI IBITCC.D, 
• MCmiD.SRI,KKZEP,ZSTAR) 
C 
C Inpot 7ariabl#s: 
C 
IBTEGER BM 
PARAMETER (BK'lOl) 
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R£AL«8 C, D 
C 
C Computing v&rimbl*#: 
C 
XSTSOER MI 
RIAL'S BWIDTH. DM, RQOTC 
C 
C Output v*ri#bl##: 
C 
REAL'S MQRID(NM), SRl(MM), KXEEP(a), ZSTAR 
C 
C 
C Sot up gxià of M values botwoon 
C -d-sqrtOe) and -d*sqrt(3c): 
C 
HWXOTR • 0SQRT(3.0DO*C) 
DM • (2.0D0#WWIDTN)/(m-l) 
8«i • BM-1 
MCRlD(i) • -D - H'rflDTH 
MCRID(BM) * -D + rrfIBTH 
00 330 
M«RID(J) » MCllID(J-i> • DM 
330 COKTÎSRff 
C 
C 
C Cffisputo values of initial shifted risk fumotion, SRI, 
C for each point on the M grid: 
C 
DO %30 J*i.m 
SRî(J) # DMIB1(0 ODO, (M6RID(J)+D)**2 - C) 
130 coBTianz 
C 
C Compute first iteration action limits (LLIM and OLIK) and store 
C th«s in KKZEP: 
C 
ROOTC • DSQRT(C) 
KKIEPCl) » -D'ROOTC 
KK2IP(2) » -D+ROOTC 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Compute over-compea#*tioa eonstent for the first iteration: 
CAU Pim(C.D.KGRXD.SRl.ZSTAR} 
Write otat some initial results: 
WRITI(e,7001) 
WR2TI(6,7000) 
WRnS(@»7000) 
WRITE(#,7G10) 
«Rm(i,70i0> 
WRm<«,70C6) 
WRm(6,7010) 
WRm(6.70î0) 
w*m<e,7oio) 
WRZTE(*.7001) 
7001 FORMAT(///) 
7000 FO*MAT(1X.A20) 
700S fORKATdX.AlO.HS) 
7010 FORKAT(1%,A10,F15.*) 
Initial oatpat: 
c: 
à 
KM: 
LLIMl 
OlIMl 
ZS7AR 
,C 
,D 
.XXtZFCl) 
.KXZZF(2> 
.ZSTAR 
C 
C 
C-
Ç 
C 
RZTTmn 
EKD 
SOTROirrXIII CAiC (C. D .MORID, SRLAS7.ZSTAR. SRBEW) 
C Input variables : 
C 
IS71CER SM 
PARAMETER (BM»101) 
REAi«8 C. D, HGRXO(im). SRLAST(BM}, ZSTAR 
C 
C C«8pating variables : 
c 
REA1#8 IBTZ, ZPART. MPLOSD, I3TM, MPART. IBTCRL 
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C 
C Otttpat v&ri#bl##: 
C 
RfAL*e SRKEMCPt) 
C 
C pftxt of shiftid risk fsnetioa that do## not d#p#nd 
C on K: 
C 
xm - ISTOM. (M0RID,SR1AST,ZSTAR) 
ZPm " C * ZSTAft«*3 * INT2 
C 
C CalcaÎAt# part of shifted risk function that do## d#p#nd on 
C ft: 
C 
DO 430 
KPIOSO • KORID(J) + D 
IWm • IBTCIli (MCRIB.SRUST.KPLCSO) 
WART # MPL0SD»*2 • IBTM 
SRB%W(J) • OMIBU 0,000, WART - ZPART ) 
430 COBTim 
C 
UTS%% 
im 
c 
c 
C— 
c 
smoirri»! Fimo (C.0.MCRÏI>.SRSr/#.SRI,A5T»ZSTAR. 
+ Um.OLÎH.KOBOTO) 
c 
c Input varîabl##: 
C 
ISTECKR m 
PARAMETER 
REAL'S C. D, MCRIO(BM), SRSE«(IIM), SRLAST(!IM). ZSTAR 
C 
C Computing variabl##; 
C 
WTEGER BMl, IBD 
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lim«8 DM, LOOKL. LOOXÏÏ 
C 
C Output v&fimbl*#: 
C 
XmOEH KOtfOTO 
REAL«8 LilM, ULIM 
C 
€ Ch#ck that firtt and lait valu# of ihiftcd riik function u# 
C s#ro: 
C 
IF (9RNEW(1) .»E. 0.000 .OR. SRNEW(WM) .ME. O.ODO) THE# 
MONOTO • 0 
WR%TE(@,7110) 'Tail# of computod riiic fa not *#ro * 
ÔOTO 170 
EKDXF 
C 
C Soarch for th# firtt noazoro valu# of g(K): 
C 
OK » MG*ID(2) - MGRID(l) 
J » 1 
SO J » 
IF (S*#EW(J) .EQ. O.ODO) mît 
GOTO 80 
ESOXF 
C 
C iiîtt it a valu# of H ia th# iat#rval h#tw##a th# latt K for 
C «hich th# #hift#d rith fuactioa i* %#ro and th# a#xt valu#. 
C Fiad this iat#rval - th#a us# th# fuactioa LOOXL to divid# 
C this iatsrval iato 9 suhiat#rvals - start at th# l#ft and 
C calculat# fuactioa valu## uatil a valu# b#lo« z#ro is fouad 
C - s#t LiXM to b# halfvay b#t*##a th# K for that valu# 
C aad th# pr#vious valu#. 
C 
LLXM » lOOKtCC.D.MCaiD.SW^ST.ZSTAR, 
• SWEW(J-l).SaifE«(J), 
+ MCaiDCJ-D.HCEIDCJ)) 
c 
C Ch#ck that th# succsssiv# valo#s of th# shift#d risk 
C fuactioa d#cr#as# to th#ir miaimam . . . 
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C 
100 J"j+1 
IF (SMEW(J) .OT. SRN2W(J-i)) Tim 
OOTO 130 
USE 
GOTO 100 
ENDIF 
C 
C  . . .  « A d  t h « n  i n e r # # # #  b a c k  t o  i « r o  .  .  .  
C 
130 J • J*i 
IF (SRSEWCJÎ .EQ. O.ODO) THE» 
OOTO ISO 
EtSElF <5RKEW(J) .IT. SRtlEW(J-l)) TBES 
MOaOTO • 0 
WRXTE(6,7llO} 'Computed rifk fttactioa not monotoa# ' 
OOTO 170 
EiSE 
GOTO 130 
EÎIBIF 
C 
C A» #bov#, caiealat# OLIM: 
C 
ISO OlIK • LOOKD(C,D,WGRID.S&LAST,ZSTAR, 
• SRBE%(J-1),SRNEW(J). 
• MCRID(J'1).MCRI5(J)> 
C 
C Cltock that all left tail valaee of the shifted risk ftmction 
C are zero: 
C 
J • J*1 
DO 160 J2 • j.im 
IF (SRSE«<J2) .32. 0.000) THIS 
MOIOTO *0 
UR1TE(6.7110) 'Tails of competed risk in aot zero ' 
GOTO 170 
EBDIF 
160 COSTIiroi 
12" 
7110 PORKATClX.ASS) 
C 
170 RETUR» 
ESD 
C 
C 
c — — — 
c 
c 
DOUBLE P&ECISIOB PUKCTION LOOKL (G,D,MGR%D,S*1AST,ZSTAR, 
* Pl0y,PH20K,KLQV,M«l0H) 
C 
C Input 
C 
XR7EGER m 
PARAMETER (BM»101) 
REAi«S C. 0. MGRIDCWM). SRLAST(BM), ZS7AR. 
* PLOW, PHIGH. MLO». KHIGR 
C 
C Computing vmriabl##; 
C 
REAi«8 0DM,P(lO>.K(iO). 
* isn, ZPART, KPLOSO, IBTK, MPART, ISTGRL 
C 
C start : 
C 
DDK • (MHIC»'MLO«)/».000 
M(l) » MLOW 
C 
C Calcslat# part of P(K) that do## mot d#p#aâ on H; 
C 
im • ISTCRL (MCRID.SRUST.ZSTAR) 
ZPART • C • Z5TAR»»2 • ISTZ 
C 
C Calcalat# part of F(K) that do## d#p#md os H: 
C 
DO 50 J*2.10 
M(J) • M(J-l) • DDK 
MPLUSD » HCJ) • D 
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IKTK * IBTGRl (HQRID.SRUST.KPLUSD) 
MPART • MPLQSD##3 • ISTK 
F(J) - DMXRK 0.000» MPART - ZPART ) 
IP (P(J) LT.O.ODO) OOTO 70 
60 comsTE 
c 
LOOKL • miw 
OOTO too 
C 
70 LOOKL • (M(J-1)*M(J))/2.0DO 
C 
100 RETTÏR» 
EltO 
C 
c 
C - - - - -
c 
c 
OOOBLE PRECISION PWCTIOB LOOKD (C.O.MORIO.SRLAST.ZSTAR. 
* PLOW.PHIOB,MLOW,MB%OB) 
C 
C Inpat vwimbl**: 
C 
IBTIODl m 
PARAMETER (im»10l) 
REAL'S C, D. MGRI0(8H). SRUSTCtm). ZSTAR. 
* PLOW, PHÏG», «LOW. KBIGB 
C 
C Cootpacing 
C 
REAL'S DDK, P(10), M(10), 
* IBTZ, ZPART, mOSD. IBTSI, «PART. IBTGRL 
C 
C Stwt : 
C 
DDK » (MHIGH-KLO«)/0.ODO 
K(t) # MLO« 
C 
C Calc#l#t# part of F(H) that doos not d#p#m4 oq M: 
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C 
xm " XBTGRL (KQRIO.SRUST.ZSTAR) 
ZPART » C * 2StAA««3 + XNTZ 
C 
C Cmlcnlmt# part of P(K) that do## d«p#Rd or K: 
C 
DO 50 >3,10 
K(J) • M(J-l) • DBM 
MPWSD • M<J) • 0 
XRTM • XNTGRl (MGRID.S&LAST.MPLOSD) 
MPA&T • MPL09D#*3 • I8TM 
P(J> • DKXSU O.ODO, KPART - »ART ) 
IF (F(J).EQ.O.ODO) GOTO 70 
60 coBTimm 
c 
LOOKQ • M8IGN 
GOTO 100 
C 
70 LOOK* » (K(J-l)+M(J))/2 080 
C 
100 Rrruxs 
me 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SVBXOirrXtlE FISDZCC . D .KGRXD . SSKEW . ZSTAA) 
c 
c I*p*t variabl#*: 
C 
ISTZGER m 
PAJUME7UI (im*10l) 
IUUL*8 C. 0. KGKXD(5M). SRfiEyOlM) 
C 
C C<MBpatiBg variabl##: 
C 
IBTIGE» DIVS 
&£At*8 ROOTC. OCRIO. ZORID(lO), 
• KWAiS, GfAtS. 2VAL. F«Z(9). PTÏICT 
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C 
C Otttpttt varimbl##: 
C 
Rm*8 ZSTAR 
C 
C Thê go«l i* to minimi*# th# fonction of m given 
C cb#pt#r 2 of th# di#m#rt#tion. 
C Th# s#thod of finding th# minisiiing valu# of i 
C it d#icrib#d th#r#. 
C 
RQOTC * DSqRT(C) 
C 
DORID • 2.0CO«R00ÎC/9.0DO 
20*%D(1) • -WOTC 
C 
DO SO DIVS»l,e 
zo*%D(2) • zomod) * DGmo 
FM(i) • mcT(Kfline.5iisrrf.zcwe(î)) 
» FDBCT(MG*%D.S#WEW,ZQ*%D(2)) 
C 
00 26 >3.9 
zciiio(j) • zo*iD(j-i) + oomo 
m(J) » n%BC7(M0R%D.SRSKf,ZOR%D(J)) 
IF ( FIfZ(J-2) Cf. FBZ(J-l) 
• .m. FBZ(j-i) .17. Ffzcj)) ms 
OCftlO > OOIIO/4.0000 
ZCIlîO(i) • ZC»I0(J'2> 
COtO SO 
EBDIF 
C 
25 COBTISUI 
50 COBTÏiOT 
C 
ZSTA» • ZG*ID(1) • 4.00*06RZl) 
C 
mmnw 
ESD 
c 
c 
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C - - -
C 
c 
StlBROtrrXtlE SHIFT (SiUtEW.LLXM.OlXN, 
* SRUST,KKHF,CFX.AO) 
C 
C Xaput 
C 
xnzoER cm 
R£JlX.«t TOLtXH.TOLSR 
PAlUHEm (WM"101, TOLlXH-0.000100. TOLSR-O.OOtOO) 
C 
REjli«6 9RNEW(BM). LLXK. OiXK 
C 
C Cempotlag v&ri#hl##: 
C 
fl£AL«8 DXFl, DXFT}, SUXOIF 
C 
C Oatpot varimbl##: 
C 
IfTIGEH CFUC 
WAi*# SllUST(im), KXnP(2) 
C 
C Fiad dif*#F#ae## b#t%##a prevloa# «ad c&nr#at actioa limit#: 
C 
OIFt • OABS(LLZM - KKIIF(î>) 
DXFD • OABSCOLÎM - mZPO) 
C 
c Fiad n«xi»as dif<*p#ac# frr*7ioBs #ad caxrtac 
C #hi*t#4 ri#k faactioas: 
C 
KAXOIF • 0.000 
00 25 J-l.BM 
HAXOXF • OIUXI ( MAXDIF. 0AB5(SWIEW(J)-SÏILAST{J)) ) 
25 COUTim 
C 
C Cwapare «ith eoavvrgvace tol#raac#»: 
C 
IF ( OIFH .LT. TOLLIM 
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• .AND. DIR. .LT. TOLLIK 
+ .AND. MAXDIF .LT. ÎOLSR } CÎLA6*! 
C 
C If  b#v#a't yt converged, 
C ihift CQxrent velue# into storage: 
C 
IF (CFLAO.EQ.O) THEN 
00 SO J«I,NK 
SRUST(J) • 9RNE%(J) 
SO COSTim 
c 
KXEEP(i) • LUn 
KKEEP(2) • OLIM 
ENDXF 
C 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C - -
c 
C Fonction»; 
C 
C - -
c 
DOTOIE PRECISION mfCTION fWCTCMORID.SR.Z) 
C 
INTECES NM 
PARAMETER (BSt-m) 
REAL«8 MGR%D(BM),SR(NMj.Z.INTGRL 
C 
FDBCT • Z*#2 • IBTCRL(MCRID,SR»Z) 
C 
RETTJRB 
END 
C 
C 
C 
c 
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C 
OOtmiC PRECISION FtmCTIQIt INTORL (MORID.SR.MEAB) 
C 
C Iat«gratioB vi# Siffipion' t  rai*. 
C Roqair## that #M b# odd. 
C 
INTEGER RM 
PARAMETER (WM"101) 
INTEGER NM3 
REAL'S MGRID(NM), SR(NM), MEAN, Stm, OENSTY. DM 
C 
StW • <1.000 • 8R(1) • DERSTf(MGRID(l).MEAN)) 
» • <4.000 * SR(NM-l) * OENSTY<MORID<NM-l),fîŒAN)) 
• • <1 000 * SR<8M) • DENSTT<MGRID<NM).MEAN)) 
C 
BM3-NM-3 
00 110 J-2.NM3.2 
SUM • SUM • 4.000 # SR<J) # 0EB5Tr<MGRIB<J).KEAB) 
• • 2 000 * SR<J+1) • 0E85Tt<MCRID<J*l),KEAJI) 
110 CONTINtnC 
C 
DM # M6RID<2) - MGR1D<1) 
IBTGRL • <DM/3 OOO) • S# 
C 
RETURS 
E90 
G 
C 
C — 
C 
c 
OOUBU PRECISION nHGTXOB OENSTY (X.MEAN) 
Rm«0 X.MEAÎI.PI.StB 
PARAMETER <PI»3.14169265368979300) 
C 
G Note that th« vafiaace ia this dmasity is always 1.0 
C fox this problw 
C 
STD » <%-MEAM) 
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If (DAfiS(STS) .LT. a.000} THER 
omrr » (I.OOO/DSQRT(2.OOO*PI}) 
• *DEXP((-(%-MGAN)*#2)/A.ODO) 
EISS 
OEWsrr-o.ooo 
escif 
REmtr 
END 
c 
c 
C- - — 
c 
C Output Imactient: 
C 
c : -
c 
c 
SOTROimSE OmiM (L.UIM.OtlK.ZSTAII) 
C 
X87ECE1I L 
UAL*9 U.I». tnXH. Z57AR 
C 
C Friftt th« ftetion limits fox tk# CTurrciit it#r*tioR: 
C 
W*ITE(*.$0) t.lLIM.OUK.ZSTa 
10 FOWUF(iX,'It«R»tioB 13.2%,3(F10.6.1%)) 
C 
mE79M 
Ems 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
SMOMSE OOTSASCC.O.L.LilM.OLIM.Z) 
C 
REALMS C.D.I..U.IM.ULIM.Z 
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WRm<10.40) C.0.L,U.IM,tn.lM.2 
FORMAT(2(2X,F6.a>.lX,ia.3(lX.F10.e}} 
RETTmS 
CRD 
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8 APPENDIX C. ADJUSTMENT ERROR CASE COMPUTER 
PROGRAM 
C - -
c 
c 
C Objective; Titit progra» compete# th# limitiag action 
C limit IttRctioR for th# #dj@#tm#*t error 
C c### of th« foaoral #t#t# *p#c# 
C 
C 
C D#t#; D#c*ab#r 
C 
C -
c 
C Structoro of program: 
C 
C Main program - call» all of tb# enbroatin## 
C IBIT - porform# iaitializatioa stop 
C CAI»C - cospQtas valsa* of tb# shifted optimal risk 
C fosctiOR. verifies its shape, aa4 eompates 
C valaes of the action limit fraction K(V> 
C %QT#P - interpolation sobrontine 
C OFTLIM - prints the results for the carrent iteration 
C SHIFT - checks for convergence and prepares for the 
C ne%t iteration 
C OITTSAS - prints the limiting results 
C 
C BS. HA - variance functions 
C RB. |A * variance functions 
C IBTGBt - computes integrals 
C DEBS7Y - computes values of the normal density 
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C RORKC? - eompatas # cumulâtiv# normal probability 
C 
C Variable# u##d 
C 
C RM 
C N? 
C NITER 
C NWKS 
C sxoac 
c sioaB 
c c 
c CnAQ 
c MOSOTO 
c 
c MGRID(NM) 
C V0*ID(B7) 
Ç SRLAST(B9,m) 
C 
C SM%W(RV,m) 
c 
c KXEEFU) 
C 
C DDK 
C KtIMS(JfV> 
C 
C -
c 
c 
c Input variables: 
C 
ISTECB» BV, MM. BIT». BROBS 
PAJUMEm (BV-5. BM»iOO) 
REAt«8 SIG2C. SI62B, C 
C 
C Gwputing variablos: 
C 
IBTEGER crue. KOBOtO 
mL*B miD(BV). M6WD(BM). SIULA5T(BV.BM). 
+ saae«(B?.sM). KKIEPC?). nm 
in main progras: 
- number of points on the grid of M values 
- number of points on th# grid of V values 
- maximum number of iterations allowed 
- number of sets of input par«met#rs 
- input varianc# component 
- input variance component 
- cost par#m#t#r 
- flag, set to t to denote convergence 
- flag, set to 0 if shifted optimal risk 
function is nonmonotone 
- grid of values of M 
- ppid of values of V 
- values of the shifted optimal risk 
function at the last iteration 
- values of the shifted optimal risk 
function at the current iteration 
- stores action limits from previous 
iteration 
- the width of the approximation interval 
" action limit function 
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C 
C OQtpttt variables : 
C 
RCA1.«8 KL%MS(NV) 
C 
C Read ntuaber of runs to make 
C and maxintiffi number of iterations: 
C 
R2AD(*,#) «RONS, WÎTIR 
C 
00 90 %»1,BR0NS 
READ(*,*) SI03E,SX0a».C 
CnAO-0 
MONOTO"! 
L*1 
CALL XSIT (SXG3E.SX03S.C. 
* VORID,MQRID,SRLAST,XKEEP,DDM) 
C 
C Beginning of the loop: 
C 
60 L*L+1 
CALL CALC (SZC3£>SXC3S.C.V6RI0.KCRXD.SRLAS?. 
+ SROEV.MOSOTO.KLXKS) 
IF (HOSOTO EQ. 0) 6010 90 
CALL OmXK (L.KLIMS) 
CALL SHIFT (SRSIW.KLIMS, 
+ SRLAST.KKIIP.CFLAC) 
IF (CFUC.Ba.O.AUD.L.LT.BITBl) GOTO 60 
C 
CALL OOTSAS (L.OOK.SIC2E,SXG2B.C,VGRID.KLIMS) 
C 
90 COBTIBTO 
C 
STOP 
E8D 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
SUBROUTISE ISXT(SXG3£.SI0aS.C. 
+ VORID.MORID.SR.KKEEP.DDM) 
C 
C Xnpot variables: 
C 
IRTtOER NV, »M 
REAL'S PERC 
PARAMETER (NV"5. SM-lOO, PERC"0.a0D0) 
C 
REAL'S SXC2E. 5X02(1. C* 
C 
C Computing variables: 
C 
IttTEOER BVî. KMl. OPÎSET 
REAL'S QB, QA, DV, DM, DDK. KLXMl 
C 
C OQtpot variables : 
C 
REAL'S VORID(BV), KORIO(BM). SR(WV,8M), KKEEP(2) 
C 
IF (SIC2S ,IT. O.OOîDO ABD. m ,CT. S) THES 
URlTECi.TOiS) 'm too large for small SI03B ' 
EUDXF 
C 
C Set ap (prié of variances : 
C 
QB » DS9RT(0.2500 * SIC2E) - 0.50D0 
QA • (1.0DO+SZ62B) ' 
+ (D5QRT(0,260<H(SÎC2E/(1.000+SIC2B))) - 0.5000) 
C 
DV » (QA~QB)/(B?-1) 
9GRID(1) > QB 
VGRID(BV) » QA 
BVi • BV-1 
DO 110 I»2,B91 
TCRID(I) # VCRID(I-l) + DV 
liO COBTXBtTE 
C 
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C S#t ap §xid of 
C 
KLIMl • OSQRKSXOaR * C) 
oFîsrr • %D%BT(P:ac*BM) 
DM • KLim/(»K-OmiT) 
IP (C.EQ.O.ODO) DM«DSQRT(2.0DO«SIOa»)/(SK-OPPSET) 
MQRXDd) «0.000 
00 330 J"a,NM 
MORID(J) • MORID(J-l) • DM 
330 corrxm 
c 
ODK > OM/ie.ODO 
C 
G Comptte vmla## of th« «hiftod ritk function SR for «ach point on 
C th# Var,M#an grid: 
C 
00 140 X*1,BV 
00 130 J»1,BW 
SR(I.J) • VQRXO(I) - QU • DWIBl((MORID(J))**a - (5X028+0). 
• 0.000) 
130 C0BTIB9E 
140 cosTistne 
c 
c 9av# initial k val*#: 
C 
KKMFd) • Klim 
K3ŒZP(2) • KiïMl 
C 
C Writ# ont ssm# r«soits: 
C 
W1ITI(6.7001) 
«RITE(6.7000) Initial o s 8
 
WRITE(6,7000) 1 
MRITI(6,7010) SIC3E: ',5IC2E 
MUTE(6.7010) $1038: '.91628 
MBITE(6,7010) C: '.C 
MlITE(e,7005) SV: ',8V 
WRITE(6.7005) MM; ',BM 
Mam(6,70l0) VGRID(l) : '.VGRID(l) 
ut 
«Mîl<6,70i0) » VG&ID{NV): »,VCRID<SV) 
WRITE(e,7010) » KLlKî: '.KIlMl 
WR%TE(6,7010) > DDM: '.ODM 
W*%TE(*,7001) 
7001 FORMATC///) 
7000 F0RMÀT(1X,A2O} 
7001 F0WtAT(lX,A10,Il8) 
7010 F0*MAT<l*,A10,FiS.6) 
701S F0RMAT<ÎX.A30) 
7020 FOR«ATClX,A10.5(2X.F10.e) )  
C 
Rimi! 
END 
C 
C 
c — 
c 
c 
SDBROOTIBE CALC (S%02E,SI02B,C.VG*%D,M0#%D,S#1AS7, 
• SRIEW.KOBOTOpKLlMS) 
C 
C %ap*t v#ri#bl##; 
C 
IBTfCE* WV, m  
FAJUKEm (SV»S. W»1Q0) 
IIEAi«8 SI62E. SÏC2B. C, VG*ID(BV), MCRÎBCBM) , 
• 9R1AS7(B9,BM) 
C 
C Compstiag variabl##: 
C 
UAL*$ QS. QA, IB7C0S. BAQB. RAQB. Z07V, IBTMV. 
+ BA. RA, BB. RB. IBTGRL. BBV. BA?. RBV, IU9. 
+ SSBAQB(BM). SRHAVCBK). SJIHBV(BH). 
• DDK, FUT. MSTO(20). SÏISTO(20) 
C 
C Oatpat variables: 
C 
XB7E6E& M0B070 
SEAL'S SaBEW(BV.BM). KLIKSCSV) 
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m • miB(i) 
QA - VGA%D(NV) 
8AQR • RA (QR,S10aC,SI03t{.QA) 
RAQS • RA (QB,S%G2E,S%0a#,QA) 
CALL %NTRP(9GR%D,SR1AST,BAQN,SRNAQR) 
ISTCOR • IRTGRL (SRHAQN,MORID,O.ODO,RAQW) 
00 460 %"1»NV 
KLIMSd) • -J.ODO 
• m (VGRI0(l).SIG2E.Qlt} 
BAV • HA (9GRID(%),S%02E,S%G3B,QA) 
RItV • RU (VOR%D(%),S%GaE,QN) 
RA9 * RA (VGR%D(Z),S%G2E,S%G3B,QA) 
CAIL ZRTR?(V6RZD.SRUST,HAV,SRJUV) 
CAU IB7RP(VGR%D,9RLAS7.HNV,SRaB9) 
UVl • ISTGRt (SRBA9,MGR%D,0.0B0.RAV) 
DO 430 J»),m 
wm » irrCRL (SRHIIV.KCRIB,KORID(J).RStV) 
sRSEwd.j) • miD(i) - QB - irrcoB • 
• DK%01({XGRID(J))**3 - (SIG3B • C) • IHTHV, 
• IBTV) 
ÏF (J .LT. 3) GMO 430 
IF (sRSEwd.j- i )  .OT.  sRj irr fd . j ) )  vm 
MOBOTO > 0 
VRXTE(0,«> 'Computed optimal xi»k ftmctioR Rot monoton*' 
GOTO 470 
ELSIIF C(5RifEWd,J-t) .EQ. SRSFrfCl.J)) 
• ABO. (SRBB«d.J-2) BE. SRBE%(I,J-l))) ÎBES 
BOK • (M6RID(J-1) - HGRIB(J-2))/i9.0DO 
KSUB(î> » MGRID(J-2) 
FUT » SRBEïd.J't) 
00 410 JSTO • 2,20 
MSÏÏB(JSTO) * MSTO(JSÏÏB-i) + DDK 
ÏBtMV » IBTCRi(SRHBV,MCRID.«SPB(J5OT),RS7) 
SRSTO(JSOB) • VGRID(I) - QB - ÏBTCOB + 
• DKIB1((MSOT(JSOT))«*2 - (SIG2B * C) * IBTHV, 
+ IBT7) 
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IF (SRSUB(JSÏÏB) .EQ. FUT) GOTO 430 
410 COTTTIMÏE 
KLIMS(I) • MGRIOD-L) 
GOTO 430 
420 KLIMS(I) « (MSUB(JSOB-L) * MSTJBCJSTJB))/2.000 
ENDIF 
430 CONTIBOE 
C 
IF (KLIMS(I) .OE. 0.000) GOTO 480 
WRITE(*,#) 'Computed optimal risk fonction m#v#r flat* 
MOWOTO • 0 
GOTO 470 
480 CORTINDE 
C 
470 RETURN 
E8D 
C 
C 
C - - -
c 
c 
SOTROOTIME ISTRJ»(VCRI0.5R,HV.SRSTR?) 
C 
INTEGER m, m 
FWUmTER (B9»5. BM-lOO) 
C 
IMGE* #%:DE%, BVT 
REM,*# VORIO(SV), SRCBV.BK). HV. SRSTRF(JIM). PRTÎOB 
C 
IF (BV.EQ.VGRIDCL)) THEB 
00 10 J-1.8M 
SRMP(J) • SR(L.J) 
10 COBTIBUE 
c 
ELSEIF (HV.EG.VGRIDCB?)) THEB 
DO 20 J'L.BM 
5R3TRF(J) # SR(B?.J) 
20 COBTIBIÏE 
C 
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SISE 
BINDEX'O 
îfVi • NV-1 
DO 30 1*1,NVl 
XF (BV.OT VGRID(I)) BICtDEJt-X 
30 COSTIRÏÏE 
C 
PRTIQK • ( KV - VORID(BIWDE%) ) 
• l C V0R%D(BIWDE%*1) - VGRID(B%NDEX) ) 
DO 40 J«î,KM 
SRSÎRPCJ) • SRCBZKDEX.J) 
• * PRTIOtf # ( 8R(BÎÎIDE1*Î,J) - SR(BIÎIDEX.J) ) 
40 CONTimfE 
C 
EBDIF 
C 
RETTIRH 
ElD 
C 
C 
C -
C 
c 
SDBR0FTI3E SHIFT (SRttEV.KiXMS. 
• SRWST.KXEEF.CFtAG) 
C 
IKtSGER mv, m 
REAL'S ÎOILIH. TOISR 
PARAMETER (89*5, #(*100. TOtiîM'O.OOlOOO, TOISR-O.000500) 
C 
XSTEGER CFUG 
R£AL«8 SRLASTCBV. îfM). SRgEW(#. m) . 
• KLIMS(SV), KKEEP(2). OXFH. OIFi. MAWIF 
C 
DIFH » DABS(KLIMS(BV)-KKIEP(2)) 
DXFL # DAB5(KH«S(l)'KKEEI»(i)) 
C 
MAXDIF « O.ODO 
DO 20 I-l.BV 
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00 10 
MÂXOIF " OKAXKKAXOIf. DABS(SR#E%(I,J)-SRLAST(%,J))) 
10 COSTXRUE 
20 commm 
c 
IP ( DIPH .LT. TOLLIK 
• .AND. DIP! .LT. TOLLIM 
^ .AND. KAXfiXP .LT. TOLSR) THEN 
CPLAG"! 
C 
ELSE 
DO 80 
DO 30 X"1,NV 
SRUST(I.J) • SRNEVd.J) 
30 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
KXEEP(l) • KtlMS(i) 
KXEE?(2) • KLDGCWV) 
C 
EBDIP 
C 
WAXTEC*.*) 'DIPH: '.DIPH, 'DXfL: '.DIPL. 'MAXDXP: » .ttAXDXP 
C 
mETHRN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C PftRctioBs; HN XNTGKi 
C HA DENSTir 
C %n BOTHP 
C U BORMGP 
C 
C -
c 
DOOBLE PRECISION FïïKCTIOl BB (VA&.SIG2E.QB) 
R£AL«8 m.SI62£,Q0 
U6 
m - ((VAR+1.0D0)/(VAR+1.0D0+SIQ2E))*SIG2E 
IF (VAR.EQ.QB) MR • QR 
MTDM 
ERD 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
OQQBLE PRECISION FONCTION HA (VAR,SI0aE,SI03K,QA) 
REAL«8 m.S103E,SIG3».OA 
HA • ((VAR*i.0D0*SI62K)/(VA*+l ODO*SIG3K+#IG3E))*SIG3E 
IF (VAR.EQ.QA) HA * QA 
RETORS 
im 
C 
C 
c———— -
c  
c  
OOOBU PRECISION FWCTION RN (VAR.SIG3E.QN} 
REAL*# VAR.SIG3E.QN 
RS • ((9AR+1.0DO)*#2)/(9AR+1.0DO+SI02E) 
IF (9AR EQ.QN) RN • t.ODO 
RETDRN 
END 
C 
Ç 
C— -
C 
C 
OOOBLE PRECISION FOVCTION RA (9AR.SIG2E.SIG2N.QA) 
REAi«8 VAR.SIG2E.SIG26,QA 
RA # ((VAR+1.0D0+SIG2N)*»2)/(VAR+1 ODO+SIG2N+SIG2E) 
IF (TAR.EQ.QA) RA • 1.0D0+SIG2N 
RE70RI 
Ese 
C 
C — 
14T 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FQSCTXOR INTGRL(SR,MORID,MZAW,RY) 
G 
C Integration vi# Siatpfon's r%l* - with toro point having 
C weight 4.0. R#q*ir#m that !ÎM b# #v#n. 
C 
imOER NV.NM 
PARAMETER (MV-8, îîM-iOO) 
C 
imOER RM3 
RfAL«S SR(NM),MORID(#M),MZAN,RV,Z2R0PT,EBDP?S,DEBSTY.B0T%f, 
• Stm, DM .MIDDLE .TAILS, ZLEf T. ZRIOITf, RORMCP 
C 
ZEROPT • 4.0DO • SR(1) * DEIÎSTY(MQRI0(Î),KEAIÎ.RV) 
ZlfDPTS • 1.000 # SR(BM) * BOTHF(MORIO(SM).MZAH.RV) 
SOM'O.ODO 
DO UO J»3,m3,3 
S9M » 90% + 2.0DO * SR(J) • BOT»F(KORÏD(J).HEAS.RV) 
• • 4.000 * SR(J+1) • B0THF(M6RID(J*l),MEAS,RV) 
no COKTIBOE 
C 
m » M0RID(2) 
MIDDLE • (DM/3.0BO) * (ZEROPT • ESDPTS * SUM) 
C 
ZLETT • C'KaRI0<!IM)-MEA5î/DSQRT(RV> 
ZmOBT • (MCRID(B«)-KEAJl)/OSORT(R\f) 
TAILS • 5R(3M) • (SORMCPCZLEfTî^d.O0O-SORKCF(ZRÏG«T>>> 
C 
IBTORL • MIDDLE • TAILS 
C 
RETORS 
EMD 
C 
C 
C -
C 
c 
148 
DOUBLE PRECISION FtmCtlOR DERSÎY (X.MEAS.VAR) 
REAL«8 %,MEAR,VAR,PI,STD 
PARAMETER (P%*3 14l5*3e5358@7@3D0) 
C 
IF (YAR .LT. O.ODO) THES 
WRITEC0,7OCO) * Vmrimme* 1### than x«ro: ',VAR 
7000 F0RMAT(iX,A37,F18.1O) 
GOTO 100 
ENDIF 
C 
STD • (%-MEAB)/DSQRT(VAR) 
C 
IF (DABS(STB) .LT. B.ODO) THES 
BESSTf • (1.0DO/DSQRT(3.0DO*PI*VAR)) 
• *DE%P((-(%-MEAS)#*3)/(3 OBO*VAR)) 
C 
ELSE 
DESST7"0.0D0 
C 
ESDIF 
C 
too RETtIRS 
ESD 
C 
C 
C" — 
c 
DOUBLE PRECISIOS FinfCTIOB BttTHF (X.MlAS.m) 
REAi«8 X.MEAS.m.OESSrr 
BOTHF » DESSTY('%,MEAS.9AR) * DESSTT(%.XEAS.VAR) 
RETURS 
E5D 
C 
C 
C — 
c 
c 
DOTOLE PRECISIOB FWCTIOB SORMCP(Z) 
C 
149 
C nil* faftction r«tazni th« ataadaxd mormal conmlmtiv# 
C probability of baing laaa than 2. 
C 
RIAL*® 2,C(7),Y,Q,S 
DATA C/.319381S3000.-.38656378200,1.78147793700, 
* -1.82125597800,1.33027442900,.231641900, 
* 2.50662872500/ 
IF (2.0T.6.000) THEN 
KORMCP • 1.000 
C 
ELSEIF (Z.LT.-6.000) THE8 
• O.OOO 
C 
EISE 
Y*Z 
IF (Z.LT.0.000) Y—Z 
0*1 000/(1 ODO+C(6)*Y) 
S.((((C(5)*Q+C(4))*Q*C(3))*Q*C(2))#Q*C(1))#Q 
B0&MCP*S*DEXP(-Y*Y/2.000)/C(7) 
IF (Z.CT.0.000) NORMCP'l.OOO-NORMCP 
Z3DIF 
C 
C 
100 SETVRB 
eno 
c 
Ç 
C -
c 
C Otttpat **bro»ti&#»: OTTLIK 
Ç otrrsAs 
c 
ç 
c 
c 
SOTAOIRRIBII omm (L.KLIMS) 
c 
imcEK m 
PàumwL (snr»5) 
130 
C 
R£AL*8 KLIMS(RV) 
C 
«RlTECe.lO) L,(K1%MS(I),%*1,BV) 
10 F0RMAT(1X,'Iteration M3,aX,î0(F10.6,l*),/ 
* i«x.io(Fso.e,ix» 
c 
RETTIRH 
E:ÎD 
C 
C 
c  — — — — —  
c 
c 
SOTROÏÏTÏSE OtfTSAS (l. DDK. SÎ03E. 51638. C. VORIB, RLIMS) 
C 
%B7E6ER 09,L 
FAJUHEm (09»*) 
MAL*8 DD«.5I63E.SÏC38.96RIB(ÎIV}.jaiMS(tIV) 
C 
00 80 %"1,W9 
V*m(t0,40) L.0DH.SI63E.SI63B.C,961110(1).KllMSd) 
40 F0RMAT(l%,I3.3X,F@.#.3(3%.Fe.3).2(3%.Fll *)) 
60 conim 
c 
iurniR9 
ERD 
C 
C 
C" - — -
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9 APPENDIX D. GENERAL COMPUTER PROGRAM 
C 7 -
C 
c 
C Obj«cciv«: This progrès compat## the limiting action 
C limit fonction* ané ov#r-comp#n##tion 
C fonction for th# g#n#r#l drift and 
C #dj*#tm#nt error *t#t# #p#c* model. 
C 
C 
C Date: December i986 
C 
C 
c 
C Structore of program: 
C 
C Main program - calls all of tke snbroatinet 
C IBIT ' perform# initialisation #tep 
C CÂLC " compotes valses of tke shifted optimal risk 
C fonction, verifies its shape, and compotes 
C valoes of the action limit fonctions 
C L(V) and 9(9) 
C IStltF - interpolation sobrootine 
C FXiDZS - compotes the over-cwopensation fonction s(V> 
C OUTLXM - prints the resolts for the corrent iteration 
C SHIFT - checks for convergence and prepares for the 
C next iteration 
C OQTSAS - prints the limiting resolts 
C 
C H3, HA - variance fonctions 
C RB> KA - variance fonctions 
t52 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c  
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c  
c  
c  
c  
XKTOm. - eompotci iatsgralt 
nJKCT - eoapa««t th# fonction of s n##d#d in 
•Qhroatin# FXttDZS 
DCRSTY - compnt## val*## of th# normal d#n*ity 
BQRMCP - eomp*t#i a cturalativ# normal probability 
Variabl## u##d in main program: 
m 
m 
Bim 
B*OBS 
SIG3E 
SI63R 
C 
D 
cmo 
KOKOTO 
mnmmy 
96*10(09) 
SHtASTCtfV.Pt) 
S*BEW(NV,KM) 
tKMP(2) 
UIMSOV) 
OLIMS(BV) 
• namb#r of point# on th# grid of M vais## 
- nomb#r of point# on th# grid of V valu## 
« Raximnm numbar of itaration# allowad 
- Ramb#r of ##t# of inpot param#t#rs 
- inpnt varianc# componant 
- inpot varianc# componant 
- co#t paran#t#r 
- drift param#t#r 
- flag, ##t to 1 to d#not# coRv#rg#nc# 
- flag. ##t to 0 if #hift#d optimal ri#k 
fonction i# nonmonoton# 
- grid of val*## of M 
- grid of valoa# of 9 
• valoas of th# #hift#d optimal ri#k 
fonction at th# la#t itaration 
- valoas of th# *hift#d optimal ri#k 
fonction at th# corr#nt itaration 
- stor## lo*#r action limit# from 
pravioo# itaration 
- storaa opp#r action limit# from 
pravioo# it#ration 
• valoaa of th# ov#r-comp#n#atioR 
fonction 
- lo8#r action limit fonction 
" opp#r action limit fonction 
C 
C 
C Inpot variabl##: 
133 
imSQER KV, KM, BIT», NROBS 
PAlUMmA (BV-S, tm-ioi) 
MAL*# SI03E, SlOaSt, C. D 
C 
C Competing varimbl##: 
C 
XK7C0ES CFUO, MQNQTQ 
RIAL*8 n%mmh , SRIASTCttV.tlM), 
* SRÎTIWCMV.ÎIM). LKIIPCa), TOEEP(a) 
c 
C OtitpQt variables i 
C 
RSAi«8 LIIMS(NV). UL!MS(tIV>. ZSTAAS(WV) 
C 
C R«a<t nosbar of ram# to b# mad# 
C and maxisQ» nosbor of itoration#: 
C 
R&AD(*,#) dRIIRS, 9IIÎIR 
C 
C for each sot of impôt par«*#t#r*: 
C 
DO 90 I»1,BR9BS 
C 
C Road impat data: 
C 
RtAD(*,*) 5Î62E. 5IG2B, C. 0 
MOBOTO»! 
CfUC»0 
c 
C laitiaii*#: 
C 
CAti ISXT (5IC2E.SXG2K.C,0. 
• VGRXD, MCRI0, SRUST. LKIIP,imEIP,ZSTARS) 
C 
C Th# itorativo loop: 
C 
80 L*L+1 
cm. CALC (SIG2E. SIG28, C. D. 9GRID, MCRI0. SRLAST. ZSTARS. 
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+ SR&E%,LL%NS.GLIMS,MOWOTO) 
IF (MOBQTQ .EQ. 0) GOTO 90 
CALL PimS (S%G%E,S%QaB,C,D,VGR%D,MORID,SRNE%, 
• ZSTARS) 
CALL OmiM (L,LL%M3,9L%MS,ZSTARS) 
CALL SHIFT (SRBEW,LL%MS,GLIMS, 
• SRLAST,LKEE?,GKEIF.CFLAG) 
IF (CFLAG.EQ.O.AND.L.LT.NITER) GOTO 60 
C 
CALL OtrrSAS (L,SIG2E,SIGaN,C,D, 
• 7GRI0.LLIMS,GLIMS,ZSTARS) 
C 
90 COBTim 
C 
STOP 
END 
C 
C 
C - -
C 
C 
SOIROGTIBE IBÏT (SIG2E,SXG3B.C.D, 
• VGRID .MCRID, SRIN IT. LKEW, GKEEP, ZSTARS) 
C 
C Inpst Tariabl#»: 
Ç 
INTEGER B?, NM 
PARAJOTER (B7-S. BM-îOî) 
R£AL*8 SZG2E, SIG2N. C. D 
C 
C Cmspatisf v#ri*bl##: 
C 
INTEGER NVl, HMi 
REAL#6 QN. OA. 0?, HWIDTH, DM, DOOM. ROOTSC 
C 
C Qatpat variabl##: 
C 
REAL*8 9GR!D(N9), MGRID(BM), SRIBZT(BV,BM), 
• LXEEP(2), 0KEIP(2). ZSTARS(8?) 
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IF (Sioam .IT. O.OOIOO .AND. NV .GT. S) T%# 
WRXTI(6,70i5) too large for inall SIGatt ' 
ESDXF 
C 
C Set Qp grid of vmrimmce#: 
C 
Q* * OSQRTCO.aSOO + 31032) - 0.80DO 
QA - (i.ODO*SIG3N) • 
• (DSQRT(O.aSDO*(SÏ0aE/(1.0D0+SIG2W))) - 0.80DO) 
C 
m • (OA-QB)/<BV-i) 
VORXD(l) • QB 
VGA%D(B9) • QA 
Sn * BV-1 
DO 110 I-a.BVl 
9G#ID(I) • miD(I-l) • DV 
110 COBTIBDZ 
C 
C Set @p grid of seMs; 
C 
8¥1DTH • DSQ&?(3.0D0#(S%G3B • C)> 
DM • 2.0D0*BWIDTH/(B«-t) 
KGRIDd) » -D - «WIDTH 
DO 330 J»2,m 
MCRID(J) • K6RID(J-i> • DM 
330 COBTÎBtîI 
C 
DDDM • (DM/19,ODO)/19.0DO 
C 
C Compote valae* of the shifted ri*k ftwction SRIBIT 
C for e#eh point on the 9#r,Me## grid: 
C 
DO 140 1*1,B9 
DO 130 J»1,BK 
SRIBITCI.J) » 96*10(1) - QB - (51623 • C) 
• • D«IBl((MGRID(J)+D)**2. (SIG2B+C)) 
130 COBTIBTO 
140 COBTIBTC 
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RETDM 
EîtO 
C 
C 
C" -
C 
c 
StranOtm^E CXIC (SIOa£,SI02R.C,O.VORlD,MORIO»SRUST.ZSTARS, 
• SRNEW,LLIMS,OtIMS,MOKOTO) 
C 
c 
c lapttt variable*: 
C 
iKTiGtx ;v. m 
PAlUMmU (8?»#, 
llEia«8 $X03E. SIG38. C. D, VG*%D(WV), MGRID(BM), 
• 2STA>S(S1I> 
C 
c Compating variable*: 
C 
lamnt jstm 
REAL*» QS. QA. HAQ8. RAQd. SRHAQ8(8K). IBTCOB. 
• BBV, HA¥. RB?, RA9, SRHAV(ÎRf), SRNMV(m), 
• IBTV, KFIQSD. I8TKV, 8A. RA, BU, RS, IBTGRi, 
+ m, P5W. DDDM. rUT, «SOT(20). SRS9B(20) 
C 
C Ostpat variable*: 
C 
irrEGER K0S070 
REAL'S 3RBE«(57,!m>. LLÎMS(B7), 0LIMS(BV) 
C 
m • K6RID(2) - MGRIO(l) 
DOK • DM/19.ODO 
DDDM » DDM/19.0DO 
C 
QB ' 9GR%D(1) 
QA » VGRIO(S?) 
BAQB » HA (QB.SXG2E.SZG2B.QA) 
RAQB » RA (QB.$ZG2E.SZG2B.QA) 
138 
CAU %NTRP(9QRID, SRUST, HAQR, SRMAQN) 
xrrcoK - xrroiu. (SRMAQH.MGRIO.ZSTAIISCD.RAQ»} 
c 
00 490 1*1,m 
J • 0 
KKV # H# (VOR%D(I),S%QAE,QB) 
RAV • m (VORIOCD.SXOAE.SXOAS.QA) 
%M • M (VQRID(I),3X03E,QW) 
RAV « RA CV0RXD(X}.SX03E,SX62!r.QA) 
CAU X NTRP ( VGRXD, 9RLAST, NAV. SRBAV) 
CAU I8TRP(V0RX0.SRTAST,HBV»SRH8V) 
xrrv • XBTORL <5RHAV,MCRX0.ZSTARS(I).RAV) 
C 
C B#gia calcolatimg of th« chiftad optimal rltic 
C Itmction» ##arehim% for tha first to drop balow th* constant 
C valsa: 
C 
40S J • J+1 
KPWSO » MORXD(J) • D 
XKTMV • IBÎORi (SRHSV.MCRIO.mOSD.RSV) 
SRBEWCI.J) • miEKl) 
• - (QB • 5X628 • C • ZS7ARS(l)««2 * IBTC03) 
• + DMXBl ( MPL9SD**2 + IBtKV. 
• 9X028 • C • ZSTARS(|}**2 • XBTV) 
If (J .EQ. T) 0010 405 
If (5RBEW(X.J) ,EQ. SR8EW(X,J-1)) OOTO 408 
C 
C UXMCI) is a valsa of H in tha interval batvaan tka last H for 
C %kick tka shifted risk fonction is constant and the next 
C vain*. Find it no» by dividing that interval into 20 
C snbintarvals and calculating th* valne of the fonction 
C at th* *ndpoint of *ach snbintmrval. 
C 
MSTO(i) • HCRID(J'L) 
FLAT # SRBEWCX.J-L) 
00 410 JSUB » 2,20 
MSOB(JSOB) • MSOB(JSOB-i> • ODM 
MPLOSD » MSOB(JSOB) • D 
XSTM? • IBTORL (SRaBV.MCRXO.MPLOSO.RJIV) 
m 
SRSTm(JSCB) • VORID(X) 
* - (QB + Sioaît • c + ZSTARS(1)««3 + 1BTC08) 
V • OMISl ( MPLDSD**2 • INTMV, 
* SlOaB • c • 2STARS(X)**2 + IBTV) 
IP (SRSOBCJStTB) .BE. FIAT) OOTO 415 
410 COBTIBUE 
C 
411 MSOT(l) " MS9B(JS9B-1) 
DO 418 JSTm " 2,30 
MS9B(JStlB) • MSim(JSDB-l) + DDOM 
KPLÏÏSD • KSÏÏB(JStm) * D 
XBTW? • IBTORi (SRHBV.MORID.HPLOSD.RBV) 
SRSTO(JSOB) • mio<x) 
* - (QB + 5I02B • C • ZSTARS(t)««2 • IBTCOÎI) 
* • DHXBl ( KPL0SD*»2 • IBTMV, 
* SIC2B • C • ZSTARS(X)*»2 * IBTV) 
IF (SRS^CJSUB) BE. FUT) OOTO 420 
418 COBTIBDE 
UIMS(X) • MORID(J) 
GOTO 430 
420 ILIKSd) » (MSXmCJSro-l) • «5OT(JS0B))/2.0D0 
C Check that tk# #*ce#*»iv# val*#» of th# »hift#<t risk 
C loaetion (t#c7#as# to th#ir miaimim . . . 
C 
430 J * 
MPL5S0 • MCRÎD(J) • D 
IBTMV * IBTGRi (SRBBV.MGRID.MPLOSD.RBV) 
SRBEW(I.J) • VORID(I) 
• - (QB + 5IG2B * C * ZSTARS(1)**2 • IBTCOB) 
• + OHIBl ( MPL9SD**2 + IBTMV, 
• 5IG2B * C * ZSTAR5(I)*»2 • IBTV) 
IF (SRBEMd.J) .CT. SRBE«(I,J-D) THEB 
GOTO 440 
EUE 
GOTO 430 
ESDI? 
C 
160 
C  . . .  M d  t h « n  i n c r t a a *  b a c k  t o  t h «  c o n s t a n t  v a i s #  .  .  .  
C 
440 J • J+1 
KPLOSO • MGRIDCJ) * D 
ISÎMV • IBTORL (SRBBV,MORID,MPLgSD,RRV) 
SRMW(I,J) • VORIDd) 
+ - (QB + 9ÎQ2B • C • 2STARS(1)**3 * I8TC08) 
* • DMIMI ( MPL09D*#a • IMTMV. 
* SlOa» * c • Z9TARS(I)#*2 * ISTVÎ 
IP CSRHIWd.J) .EQ. PUT) THEH 
QOTO 450 
EISEIF (SRSEWd.J) .LT. SRMEWd.J-U) THE» 
KOKOTO • 0 
WR%TE(*,7llO) *Co»pat«d ritk fonction not monotome * 
GOTO 499 
ELSE 
GOTO 440 
EîIOir 
C 
C Af abov#, caleoXat* QL!H: 
C 
450 MSTO(l) » MGRID(J-l) 
80 4«0 JSOT » 2,20 
«SOB(JStJB) # MSOT(JSOB-t) • BDH 
KPLUSD • MS9B(J9TO) + D 
IRTMV • IBTGRL (SR*BV,MGRID,MPL9SD,R3V) 
SRStre(JSTO) • VCRlDd) 
+ - (QB + SIG2B • C • ZSTARS(t)»*2 • ÎMTCOB) 
* • BKIBi ( KPL5SB«*2 • ÎST5W, 
* SI02S • C • ZSTARSd)*«2 + ÎBTV) 
li (SRSUBCJSOB) EQ. FUT) GOTO 465 
460 COBTIJniE 
C 
465 MSOT(l) • MSTO(JSUB-l) 
00 468 JSUB « 2,20 
MSTOCJSOT) • MSIIB(JSOT-l) • BDDK 
MPLOSD * MSOB(JSTO) + D 
IBTMV • I8TGRL (SR81IV.MCRID,«I'LÏÏS0,RBV) 
SRSIIB(JSDB) » VGRID(I) 
m 
* 
• 
• 
468 
470 
C 
C Check «hat #11 left tail value* of the shifted risk fonction 
C are same constant : 
C 
480 J • J*1 
SO 486 32 • J,NM 
WL09D > M0*%D(J2) * D 
IBTKV « ZnCRL (SRHNV,MORZD,MPLOSD,*NV) 
SRREW(I.J2) • VORIO(I) 
* - (QW * SÎC28 • C • ZSTARS(1)««2 * IÎITC08) 
* * OWIBi ( MPL9SD**2 * IimW. 
* 5IC25I * C * ZSTARS(I)**2 • IBTV) 
XF (5AM(I.J2) .81. FUT) THIS 
MORMO *0 
U1I1T1(6.7U0) 'Tails of cotspoted risk fn not constant ' 
GOTO 499 
EiOlF 
485 COSTÏKOT 
C 
7110 F0RmT(l%,A4O) 
c  
490 COBTim 
C 
499 antns 
BD 
c  
c  
C— 
c  
c  
sroaoinm IBTBP (VCRID.SEUST.HV.SRBTRP) 
- (QS • SI02B + C * ZSTARS(1)««2 • IBTCO») 
* OMIKi < MPLGSB#*2 • IttTW?, 
S102» • C • ZSTARS(1)«*2 • ISTV) 
XF (SRStlB(JSTIB) .1%. RAT) OOTO 470 
CORTXROE 
ULXMS(X) > MORXD(J) 
GOTO 480 
OLXMSCX) • (MSOKJSOB-i) • MSOB(JSOB))/2.000 
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XRTZGCR RV, KM 
PAIUMrmt (NV"S, RM-101) 
xrrcoEft 6IS0EX. mt 
UàL*B 9GRID(NV), SRIASTCIIV.BM), KV, 3RKTRP(MM) , 
+ DV, PRTIOB 
DV • VQRlD(a) - VQRIDCt) 
IF (HV.EQ.VGRIO(I)) TREK 
DO 10 J-Î.BK 
SRSTRP<J) • SRIASTCl.J) 
SO COSTXnOE 
ElSEXr (RV.EQ.VGRISCfV)) THEI 
00 20 J»l,{m 
8RÎIT*P(J) • SRiAST(IIV,J) 
20 COSTlttOt 
ELSE 
BISOEX-O 
mt * BV-1 
00 30 
If (BV.OT.miOCl)) BIÎIDEX»! 
30 C0BTI8OE 
PRTIOB ' i m ' ?GRI0(8IBBEX) ) / OV 
DO 40 J»i.BM 
SRBÎRP(J) » SRUST(8ÎB0EX,J) 
• * PRTIOB 
• * ( SRUST(8I8DE1*Î.J) - SRUST(8IBDEX.J) ) 
40 COBTIBOE 
EIDIF 
RETURB 
EBD 
163 
C 
C -
c 
SUBROVTXSC PIBD2S (3102:,31028,C,D,VGR%D,MOA%D,SANEW. 
* Z3TAAS) 
C 
C Inpat vmrimbl##; 
C 
xmoER m 
PARAMETER (KV-S, 
R£AL«8 S103E, SI02B. C. D, VORID(NV), QA, MOR%B(NM), 
* SRMEW(KV,m) 
c 
c Computing variabl##: 
C 
XrfEOER ITERS 
R£AL«8 ROOÎCS. HAV. RAV. HA. RA, SRMTRf(W. 
* DORZD, Z0R%D(9), PBZ(9). PDBCT 
C 
C Oatpofe v&riabl#»: 
C 
REAL*# ZS7ARS(B9) 
C 
C Th# goal i# to minimiz# tk# lonetioR of Z giv#* 
C «kaptor 4 of tk# di#»#rtation, for «ack valm# of 
C V OR tk# variame# grid. 
C 7k# m*tko4 of miRisizatioR is described iR tk# 
C dissortatioR. 
C 
QA # VCRIS(SV) 
ROOTCS • BSQRT(C*5I62B) 
C 
DO 100 
C 
DORID » 2 QDO*R007CS/8.ODO 
ZORIDCt) • -ROOTCS 
C 
8A? ' EA(VCRID(I),5IG2E,SIG2I,QA) 
CAZX I5TRP(90RID.SRgEW,HA?,SRMTRP) 
164 
C 
RAV " RAmRID(I).SXQ3e.SX02tt,QA) 
C 
00 so ITZRS'l.lO 
20RXD(2) • ZORXOCt) + OORXD 
PBZ(i) - F0BCT(9RNTRP,M0RXD,Z0RXD(1),RAV) 
PB2(a) • FgBCT{SR8TRP.MQRXD,ZGRXD(3),RAV) 
C 
DO as >3.9 
20RI0(J> • ZORID(J-l) * DORXD 
P»2<J) • FOtICT<SR8TRP.MCRXD,ZORID(J),RAV) 
C 
IF ( FKZ(J-3) .02. FSZ(J-i) 
• .AND. F82(J-1) .1.1. F*2(J)) THIS 
OORIO • OORIO/4.000 
ZORID(l) • Z0RI0(J-3) 
GOTO 50 
EBDXF 
C 
3S COStlOOE 
C OGRXO*> BGRX0/4.D0 
C ZORXOd) • ZGRXD(XBDZ%) 
SO comm 
c 
ZSTARS(I) # ZGRIO(l) • 4.0O*DORID 
C 
100 COBTIBOe 
c 
iETÏÏRI 
ISO 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
smoorm SHIFT (SRiFrf.n.iMs.oLiMS, 
• SRLAST.LXEIP.0K2IP,CFLAG) 
c 
ZBTSCER av. m 
185 
C 
C 
REAL'S TOLLIM, TOLSR 
PARAKETIR (NV-5, m»l01, T0LLIM«0.00O10DO, TOLSR-O.OOOIDO) 
XmQCR CFUO 
R£AL*8 SRS1W<»7»»M), LLIM9(KV), ÏÏLIKS(BV). 
• SRLAST(BV,8M), IKII?<2), OXElP(a), 
• LIKSir, SROXF 
LIKDXF • OHAXK DABS (LLXMS(»V)-LKE£I>(3} ), 
• DAIS CLLXMS(1)-LKIIF<U ). 
• DABS <in.XMS(BV)-0KIW(2) ). 
• DABS (OLXKS<l)-OKIIJ»(i) ) ) 
SRDIF • Q.ODO 
DO 20 X*1,8V 
DO 10 
SROXF • DHAXKSRDXF. DABS(SRBEW(I,J) SRLAS?(X.J))) 
XO COBTISTC 
20 COmBDl 
XF ( LXKDXF .LT. TOLLXM 
• ABD. SRDIF LT. TOLSR) THIB 
CFUC»i 
ELSE 
00 80 j»t,m 
00 30 X-i.HV 
SRLA5T(X,J> • SRSEWCI.J) 
30 COSTIIÏÏf 
50 COBTXBUE 
LXEEFd) • LLIMS(l) 
LXEEP(2) # LLIltS(BV) 
«KEEP(i) • OLIMS(l) 
0KEEP(2) # OLIMSCBV) 
EBDIF 
RETDRB 
t66 
END 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C Ponction#: R9 IRTQRL 
C HA OEÏISTY 
G R» EOTHF 
C M NORMCP 
C 
C — - — 
c 
OOtlBLE PRECISION mCTlON HR (VAR.SI02E.Q»> 
RE4L«8 VAR.SIG3E.Qtt 
HN » ((VAR+1.0BO)/(VAR+1.0DO+9%02E))*S%G2E 
IF (9AR EQ.Q8) HN • QS 
RETtmH 
E3D 
C 
C 
C - -
c 
Ç 
BODBLE PRECISXOtS mCtlOB HA (9AR,SIG2E,SIG2B,QA) 
REAi«8 9AR,SIG2E,S%G2B,QA 
HA • (Cm+i.OO<J-fSÎC2S>/(m*1.000*StG2S+SÎG2B))»5I02E 
ÏF (PAR EQ.QA) HA * QA 
REmS 
EIO 
c 
c  
C — —— 
c 
c  
DOUBLE PRECISZQS FIFICTIOB RB (VAR.SIC2E.QB) 
REAi*6 VAR,SIG2E.QB 
RI • ((VAR+1.0DO)##2)/(VAR+1.0DO+SIG2E) 
IF (VAR.EQ.QB) RB • i.OOO 
REHIRB 
i67 
END 
C 
C 
C -
C 
c 
OQtmU PRECISION MBCTION RA (VAR,SI03E,9I82W,QA) 
REAL## VAR.SIOaE.SIOaR.QA 
RA • ((VAR+1.0D0*SIQ2M)**a)/(VAR*1.0D0+S%02B+SIQaE) 
IF (VAR.EQ QA) RA • 1.0D0+SIG2N 
RETTIRit 
E5D 
C 
C - — 
C 
C 
DOOBLE PRECISIOS FDKGTIOg IB?ORL(SRBTRP.MGRID.F%EAM.FVAR) 
C 
C vift Simpson's ral#. 
C R«<{oir«s thmt be odd (and mt leest S). 
C 
ZItTfQER m 
PARAMETER (BM-iOt) 
IBTEGER mo 
REAL## SRSTRFCBM). KCRIDCim), FMEAB, FVAR, Stm. 
• DM, MIODU. ZLEFT, ZRIOBT, TAILL. TAIIR, 
• OESST*, ÎÎORMCP 
C 
SUM » it.om # SR8TR?(i> # DBS8TY(MCRI&(î>.FKIAS.PVAR)) 
• * (4,ODO # SRiTRP(SM-l)# DESSTY(MCRIO(Jm-l).FMEAB.FVAR)) 
• * (1,000 # SRSTRP(BM) # OEBSTTfCMCRIDCim).FMEAB.FVAR)) 
C 
SM3»BM-3 
00 110 J»2,BM3,2 
SUM * Sim+4.0D0#SRBTRF(J) •DEBSTT(MGRIO(J) .FMEAB.FVAR) 
• •2.000#5RBTRP(J+l)#0ES5Ty(MCRID(J+l) ,FMEAB,FVAR) 
110 C08TIBD1 
C 
DM # MCRI0(2) - MCRID(i) 
m 
MIDDLE • (DM/3.0DO) * SDM 
C 
ZLETT • (MORIO(l) - PMEA#)/DSQRT(PVAR) 
2RIQNT • (MCRID(BM)- PMEAN)/DSQRT(MAR) 
TàILL • SRSîRPd) * RQRMCP(2LEPT) 
TAILR - 9RSTR?(8M) * (l.ODO-NORMCP(ZRIOHT)) 
C 
INTQRL • TAILL * MIDDLE * TAILR 
C 
RETDRK 
END 
C 
C 
C - - - — 
C 
DOOBLE PRECISION fQBCTIOB DESS7Y (X.MEAtf.VAR) 
REAL«8 X.KEAR.VAR.M.STD 
PARAMETER (PI*3.14l5e2e#3S@@793D0) 
C 
IF cm .LT. 0.000) THE» 
WR%TE(6,7000) ' Varianc* 1#$# than »•»©: ',9AR 
7000 FORWAT(l%,A27.Fl5.iO) 
GOTO too 
EBDIF 
C 
5TD • (*-MEAS)/DSQRT(VAR) 
C 
IF CDAISCSTD) .LT. 8.0DO) THE» 
0EISTT • (l.O06/DSQRT(2.ODO*PI*VA&)) 
• *DE%P((-(%-MEAB)*#2)/(2.0D0*%AR)) 
C 
ELSE 
DESSTY*0.000 
C 
EBDIF 
C 
100 RETDRM 
ESD 
C 
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C 
C -
C 
c 
00m£ PRECISION mCTIO» KORMCP(Z> 
C 
c Thii fttaction rctarns th« standMrd normal cumulâtiv# 
C probability of boing !••• than Z. 
C 
REAL*8 Z,C(7),t,Q,S 
DATA C/.3193*1*3000,-.3***6378200,1.76147793700, 
* -1.@212**97800,1 33027442900,.231641900, 
+ 2 *0662*72*00/ 
If (Z.6T.6.000) TNEM 
SORKCP • l.OOO 
C 
EISEIf (Z.LT.-6.000) ÎHEB 
ttORMC? » 0.000 
C 
EiSE 
?*Z 
If (Z.LT.O.OOO) ?.-Z 
Q»1 000/(1 000+G(6)*Y) 
S»((((C(*)*Q*C(4))*Q+C(3))*Q+C(2))*Q+C(1))*Q 
BORMCP»S*DE%P(-Y*Y/2.000)/C(7) 
If (Z.CT.0,000) 0ORMCP»1.O0O'BORMCP 
EBDIf 
C 
C 
100 RETtmS 
E50 
C 
C 
ç 
c 
OOÏÏBU PIECISIOB mCTIOB nniCT(SRBTRP.M6RI5,Z,RV) 
C 
IBTEGER BH 
PARAMETER (BM-lOl) 
no 
REAL'S SMTRP(m) ,MOR%D(KM) ,Z,RV, ISTORI 
C 
PTIBCT • 2#*a + ItlT0M.<SMT*P,M0Ri0,2,RV) 
C 
RTTVRN 
EUD 
C 
c 
C -
c 
C Qotpat tttbrootintt: OUTIXM 
C OVTSAS 
C 
C -
c 
c 
SOBRODTIME OmiM (l.LilMS.ULIMS.ZSTARS) 
C 
IRTEOER L, av 
PARAMETER (SV«S) 
REAL*# aiKS(5tV). CIIKS(SV), Z5tARS(!IV) 
C 
C Print tk# metioa limit# f o x  tk# cttrrMt it#r#ti@#: 
C 
W&17%(6,10) 'Zt#r*tioA ' . L  
to F0RmT(tX.At0.I3) 
C 
DO 80 m.m 
yRm(6,U) LilKSCl) .OLIMSd) ,Z5TARS(X) 
U FQRMAT(l*%,3(flO,e.l%)) 
50 COBTIÎTOE 
C 
RETORS 
ESO 
C 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROirriKE OOTSAS (L. SIG2E. 5IG2S, C, 0, ?GRID. aiKS. OtIMS, ZSTARS) 
171 
xrrtoEft RV.L 
PARAKEm (RV-S) 
REAL«8 SIOaE,S%OaB,C,D,VGRID(NV) ,U.IMS(RV) ,OLIMS(BV). 
• ZSTARS(BV) 
WRITE(10,*) ' 
DO SO %"1,NV 
WRnf(10.40) £.,SÏ0aE ,S I02 t I .C , D ,  
• VQRID(I),LLIMS(I>,0L1KS{I),ZSTARS(I) 
40 F0RMAT(iX,X3,U,F4.l,IX.F8.S.U.F4.l.lX.F4.l. 
• 4(1*.FH.7)) 
80 COBTINDE 
RETURU 
EUD 
